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Introduction

Only during the past decade has it become widely accepted that the
primary pathophysiological changes in cholera are caused by a soluble
exotoxin elaborated by certain strains of Vibrio cholerae. This toxin is
produced in the lumen of the small intestine of man and acts locally to
produce a massive outpouring of small intestinal secretion resulting in a
net loss of body water and electrolytes leading to hypovolemic shock.
Death can be accounted for entirely by the loss of isotonic fluid, and re
covery is the rule following simple replacement of water and electrolytes.
If fluid replacement is maintained, the functional derangement in the in
testinal mucosa undergoes spontaneous repair and the disease is termi
nated. The rapid reversibility of this potentially fatal lesion induced by
cholera toxin, sets it distinctly apart from the other major exotoxins in its
mechanism of action. This fact has even led some to question the appro
priateness of the term "toxin" for the factor responsible for the major
manifestations of the disease.
In 1884, Koch expressed the view that cholera is essentially a toxicosis
caused by a poison excreted by the causative organism. In the ensuing
decades, however, most workers favored the view that V. cholerae does
not produce a soluble exotoxin, but rather owes its pathogenicity to the
endotoxins which are liberated upon autolysis or disruption of the or
ganisms. Thus, unlike the classic toxinoses, diphtheria and tetanus, in
which the role of an exotoxin in pathogenesis was firmly established in
the late 19th century, the mechanism of pathogenicity in cholera has been
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the subject of great debate ever since Koch's discovery of the cholera
vibrio as the microbial agent in 1883. Only in the last decade has sufficient
experimental evidence been gathered to establish cholera firmly in the
ranks of the toxinoses, at last confirming Koch's impressions of nearly a
century ago.
Although present views concerning the pathogenesis of cholera may
again be outmoded by more relevant discoveries in the future, one is
tempted at this juncture to indulge in the easy wisdom of hindsight and try
to examine the reasons why it took so long for medical science to reach
even our present level of understanding of this disease. Several factors
would seem to have contributed to the difficulty. First among these is the
fact that cholera toxin differs from the classic exotoxins in its effect on
animals following parenteral injection. The exotoxins of diphtheria, teta
nus, and botulism exert their major effects following parenteral injection,
and, regardless of their specific differences, the endpoint of death in the
experimental animal was successfully used to measure both the toxicity of
toxin and the protective value of antitoxin as soon as these were recog
nized. Moreover, the pathophysiological effects exerted by those toxins
are essentially the same for a given toxin regardless of route of administra
tion. In the case of cholera exotoxin, however, the pathophysiological
lesion associated with the major manifestation of natural disease, namely,
the loss of water and salts into the intestinal lumen, is produced only when
the toxin is administered intraluminally into the small intestine of experi
mental animals. Moreover, the dose of cholera exotoxin capable of causing
fatal diarrhea when given intra-intestinally in suckling rabbits may cause
no discernible effect whatsoever when injected by the intraperitoneal or
intracardiac route (Finkelstein, 1965b). Based on observations of this
kind, it has often been assumed until very recently that cholera exotoxin
is incapable of exerting a deleterious effect when injected parenterally,
even though no systematic investigation of the influence of dose, experi
mental animal species, or route of parenteral administration had ever been
carried out. It has recently been demonstrated, however, that cholera
filtrates contain a heat-labile, neutralizable factor which is lethal for mice
when given intravenously, but is relatively nontoxic when given by the
intraperitoneal route. Preliminary evidence suggests that this lethal toxin
is identical with the enterotoxin, vascular permeability factor, and
lipase-stimulating factor (Craig, 1970b). In summary, it now seems likely
that all four of these toxic principles which possess the properties of
classic bacterial exotoxins reside in a single molecular moiety which is
capable of eliciting a variety of pathophysiological responses depending
upon the route of inoculation.
Yet, and to complicate matters further, many crude vibrio suspensions,
filtrates, and cell components, as well as living vibrios, were found capa-
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ble of killing experimental animals following parenteral inoculation, albeit
by mechanisms which are today considered unrelated to the primary dis
order in natural cholera; i.e., to dehydrating diarrhea leading to shock.
In this connection, the currently used method for the immunogenic as
say of cholera vaccine is based on a mechanism which bears little relation
to the pathogenesis or pathophysiology of natural cholera in man. It relies
on the capacity of living vibrio suspensions to kill mice following intraperi
toneal injection (Feeley and Pittman, 1962; Pittman and Feeley, 1965).
There is no doubt that this method is a valid measure of resistance to the
kind of challenge employed, and it is likely that local intestinal antibac
terial immunity plays an important role in the first line of resistance to
infection. But the mechanisms involved in this assay bear little relation
to the pathogenesis or pathophysiology of cholera once infection has been
established.
Compared with our knowledge of the physical and chemical properties
and immunological aspects of some of the other bacterial protein toxins,
our understanding of cholera toxins is still in its infancy. The search for
appropriate biological assay systems has been difficult, and the available
methods for measurement of toxic potency still leave much to be desired.
Without quantitative tools, progress will continue to be slow. During the
past decade, however, perhaps stimulated by the resurgence of cholera in
Asia beginning in 1958, there has been a coordinated effort on the part of
clinicians, physiologists, pathologists, and microbiologists to gain an un
derstanding of the mechanisms of pathogenicity in cholera. Out of this
effort has come a growing consensus that the pathophysiology of cholera
can probably best be explained on the basis of a toxin elaborated by the
vibrio in the intestinal lumen. There has also come hope that if the basic
mechanism of fluid production in cholera can be brought to light, it will
contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in
other diarrheal diseases, and, more importantly, of normal intestinal phys
iology as well.
II.

P a t h o p h y s i o l o g y a n d M o r b i d A n a t o m y of

Cholera

It is not the intent of this discourse to present a detailed account of the
human host's response to cholera. Nevertheless, a brief mention of the
major historical developments in our understanding of this disease and a
synopsis of the present state of our knowledge of the functional and
structural derangements which occur in cholera in man would appear to
be prerequisites to a discussion of cholera toxins. It seems clear that hy
potheses concerning the mechanism of pathogenicity of toxins derived
from laboratory experiments must be consonant with the facts learned
from the care and study of cholera patients.
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Observations of clinical cholera strongly support the view that all the
clinical manifestations of even the most severe cholera can be attributed
entirely to local alterations of fluid and electrolyte movement in the small
bowel resulting in fluid and electrolyte loss from the plasma compartment
and, consequently, hypovolemic shock. Renal failure and pneumonia are
always secondary phenomena, and "irreversible shock" has not been
observed. Thus, no evidence exists to suggest that the toxins or other bac
terial products act on any tissues save the gut mucosa. Without exception,
hypovolemic shock and its consequences can be corrected by adequate
fluid and salt replacement, even while local losses from the bowel con
tinue. Such observations further underline the primary and exclusive role
of the intestinal mucosal secretory defect, and obviate the necessity of
postulating any structural or functional damage to tissues other than the
gut by products of the cholera vibrio (Carpenter, 1966). Cohnheim's
comment of some 80 years ago seems especially apt and prescient in this
regard: "Yet all these appearances —obviously nothing but the conse
quences of the rice-water stools —are not relevant to the question now
occupying our attention; for us as already stated the intestine alone is of
interest" (Cohnheim, 1890, p. 955).
The composition of the rice-water stool elicited in naturally occurring
cholera in man [and by cholera enterotoxin in experimental animals
(Section III, B, 5)] is that of normal small intestinal secretion, which is
essentially a protein-free ultrafiltrate of plasma, but of greater alkalinity
and bicarbonate content. The stool composition and the consequent ef
fects upon the blood were recognized as early as 1831 by O'Shaughnessy
who suggested the treatment of cholera depended on two principles:
"First, to restore the blood to its natural water content; secondly, to re
store its deficient saline matters." Again, in 1854, John Snow, in his clas
sic treatise "On the Mode of Communication of Cholera," emphasized
that "the stools and vomited matters in cholera consist of water, contain
ing a small quantity of the salts of the blood, and a very little albuminous
substance. The change in the blood is precisely that which the loss by the
alimentary canal ought to produce; and, indeed, it is physically impossible
that the alteration in the blood can be caused in any other way." And, fur
ther: "It would seem that the cholera poison, when reproduced in suffi
cient quantity, acts as an irritant on the surface of the stomach and intes
tines, or, what is still more probable, it withdraws fluid from the blood
circulating in the capillaries, by a power analogous to that by which the
epithelial cells of the various organs abstract the different secretions in the
healthy body" (Snow, 1854). In this passage, Snow not only outlined our
present concepts of the pathophysiology of cholera, but also suggested
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the role of a poison in its genesis. To continue this historical excursion,
one must once again note the words of Cohnheim as he stated the case for
agreement between the composition of the rice-water dejections and the
succus entericus: "For those very properties which would be so strange
in a transudation from the blood, . . . (poverty of albumen, absence of
blood cellular elements) . . . impress on the cholera-fluid the stamp of a
digestive secretion, in specie [sic] of the intestinal juice, to which both as
regards chemical composition and morphotic elements — the oft mentioned
flakes of mucus —it exhibits the most pronounced likeness" (Cohnheim,
1890, p. 958).
Observations during the past decade have confirmed these astute ob
servations of the last century, and have refined our understanding of the
composition and dynamics of salt and fluid movement in cholera. Numer
ous workers have confirmed the very low level of protein in cholera stools
mentioned over a century ago by Snow. Others have made careful studies
of the magnitude of salt and water loss and related them to changes in
plasma composition (Watten et aL, 1959, 1962; Carpenter et aL, 1966;
Phillips, 1966, 1968). The results of one such study are summarized in
Table I, which compares plasma and stool composition in seven severely ill
TABLE I
M E A N PLASMA A N D STOOL ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS:
S E V E N C H O L E R A P A T I E N T S O N A 2:1

SALINE:ALKALI

Na

K

150
153

5.8
3.1

156
156

117
113

6
26

114
134

28
10

142
144

—

39
51

Specific gravity
Plasma
Admission
4 8 hours
Stool
Admission
a48 hours

1.045
1.025

REGIMEN"

Na+K
CI
(mEq/liter plasma water)

-

HCO

;J

After Carpenter et al. (1966).

cholera patients treated by Carpenter in Calcutta in 1963. These patients
were hypotensive and had marked hemoconcentration on admission but
they were still capable of producing a mean stool volume of 8.3 liters dur
ing the first 24 hours. The prompt restoration of normal values following
rehydration is typical of cholera.
Phillips (1968) in his review of the pathophysiology of cholera, listed
three possible mechanisms to explain the water and electrolyte loss in the
cholera stool: (1) enhancement of the movement of water and electrolytes
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from plasma into the gut lumen; (2) diminution of the absorptive capacity
of the intestine for water and electrolytes; and (3) a combination of (1) and
(2). As evidence in support of (2) Watten and Phillips and their as
sociates had earlier suggested that the primary lesion in cholera might be
an inhibition of sodium transport from gut to plasma (Watten et al, 1959;
Phillips, 1963). Moreover, Huber and Phillips (1962) demonstrated a so
dium transport inhibitor in cholera rice-water stools, using the short-cir
cuited frog skin preparation of Ussing and Zerahn (1951) (Section III,E).
The issue is not entirely settled, but more recent studies tend to support
the first mechanism; namely, an enhancement of the movement of water
and electrolytes from plasma to lumen; in other words, hypersecretion of
succus entericus. Ban well and his associates (1968) in their studies of
cholera patients in Calcutta, have found no detectable change in move
ment of sodium from gut lumen to plasma, but a definite increase from
plasma to lumen. They concluded that the main defect in cholera was an
increased movement of sodium, with the necessary accompaniment of
water, into the gut lumen. Hirschhorn and his associates (1968) in Dacca
and Pierce and his colleagues (1968) in Calcutta have shown that perfu
sion of the gut with a glucose-containing solution could restore normal
sodium and water balance in purging cholera patients, indicating that glu
cose-enhanced sodium absorption is not impaired in cholera. These find
ings in man are well supported by abundant data from experimental ani
mals indicating that in cholera, absorption remains normal and the major
alteration is an increased movement of salts and water into the intestinal
lumen (Section III,B,5 and III,E). In summary, the observations of the
last decade seem to have confirmed Cohnheim's hypothesis that "the pro
cess of cholera may be interpreted . . . [ a s ] . . . an extraordinarily profuse
secretion from the glands of the small intestine" (Cohnheim, 1890, p.
959).
A great source of confusion in the history of cholera investigation has
been the interpretation of histopathological change during the course of
disease. The major issue has been whether the desquamation of the mu
cosal epithelium of the small bowel often noted at autopsy was an intravi
tal phenomenon or the result of postmortem change. Since both views
have been held by eminent pathologists over the past century, it is no
wonder that agreement has been slow in coming.
Virchow seems to have been the chief architect of the misconception
that the primary lesion in cholera was denudation of the intestinal epithe
lium resulting in exudation and fluid loss (as reported by Pollitzer, 1959).
Cohnheim (1890, p. 957) on the other hand stated firmly
. . there can
not, in my opinion, be a doubt that the entire desquamation is nothing but
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a result of post-mortem maceration." (Italics his.) He emphasized the
absence of epithelium from the rice-water stools during life as contrasted
with the intestinal contents after death, and stated that the formed ele
ments in cholera stools were flakes of mucus rather than epithelium.
Goodpasture (1923), in his study of cholera cases in the Philippines, con
firmed Cohnheim's findings, noting that "the great mass of vibrios is con
fined to the intestinal lumen and, if toxic substances are formed there di
rectly or indirectly as a result of their growth, they are absorbed early in
the disease through an anatomically intact mucosa." Nevertheless, most
pathology textbooks at mid-twentieth century adhered staunchly to Virchow's view that epithelial denudation was the cause of fluid loss.
During the past decade, several studies have been conducted which
firmly established once and for all that Cohnheim and Goodpasture were
correct in their observations, and that the epithelium does remain intact
during the active purging phase of human cholera. Gangarosa and his as
sociates (1960) obtained serial intestinal biopsies from human cholera
cases in Thailand and demonstrated that the epithelial cells were not
damaged during a time of profuse diarrhea. Fresh et al. (1964), in a study
of both autopsy and biopsy material in human cholera in the Philippines
confirmed Gangarosa's findings. Elliott and his associates (1970) have
done light and electron microscopic studies on biopsy material from dogs
infected orally with living cholera vibrios (Section III,B,5) and in control
dogs. They found no differences between control biopsies and those taken
during cholera diarrhea except for minimal inflammation around crypts.
Bacteria were seen only in the intestinal lumen. Their observations con
firmed previous demonstrations of the integrity of the epithelium in chol
era, and they suggested that cholera stool is produced primarily in the
crypts of the small intestine as a hypersecretory phenomenon.
Gordon (1962) studied the permeability of the intestinal tract in cholera
to macromolecules by intravenous administration of radioactive-labeled
polyvinylpyrrolidone and demonstrated that in acute cholera the amount
passed in the rice-water stools was no greater than in normal subjects.
Since this marker leaks into the gut lumen in protein-losing enteropathies,
this finding provided further evidence that the epithelium is intact in chol
era and that an exudative lesion does not exist.
Thus, it is now well established that the defect in cholera is at a func
tional level, and that significant structural changes, even at the ultrastructural level, are absent. Such changes as may be seen are secondary and
cannot account for the initial pathophysiology. A postulated toxin must
therefore be capable of exerting a similar functional derangement without
causing significant anatomical alteration in the mucosal epithelium.
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Kinds of C h o l e r a

Toxins

A.

GENERAL

Although Koch, in 1884, considered cholera essentially a toxicosis
caused by a poison excreted by the cholera vibrio, 75 years passed before
the first satisfactory animal model was used to determine whether or not a
toxin-like substance elaborated by the vibrio was responsible for the salt
and water loss in the small bowel (Section III,B,l,a). A number of animal
models for the study of infection with V. cholerae have been reported (see
Pollitzer, 1959). Some of these have been based upon parenteral injection
of vibrios in animals which led to death associated with septicemia and,
hence, bore no relevance to natural cholera. Many of the infection mod
els, however, were based upon the oral or intra-intestinal administration
of living vibrios which gave rise to diarrhea with dehydration, or accumu
lation of fluid within the gut lumen. Two successful infection models were
described over 70 years ago: the guinea pig model developed by Koch,
and the suckling rabbit model first described by Metchnikoff (1894) and
revived by Dutta and Habbu (1955). Thus, one might have expected that
clues derived from earlier observations on infected animals might have
served as a stimulus to look for gut-active toxins.
It seems, however, that before 1959, attention was directed almost ex
clusively to endotoxins and other cell components which were lethal upon
parenteral inoculation of small laboratory animals. Little attention seems
to have been paid to the effect upon the gut, regardless of the route of
administration (Pollitzer, 1959). In retrospect, experimental work on
cholera toxins before 1959 was not directed to the relevant question: Is
the primary lesion of cholera, i.e., the massive net loss of salt and water
from the blood plasma into the gut lumen, due to an exotoxin elaborated
by the cholera vibrio? Had the proper animal models been employed, it is
likely that some of the vibrio products which were investigated by paren
teral inoculation might well have been shown to have enterotoxic prop
erties.
In keeping with the subtitle of this volume, "Bacterial Protein Tox
ins," we will restrict our attention to those products of the cholera vibrio
which seem, in our present state of ignorance, to fall into this more re
stricted category. The term bacterial protein toxin is essentially synony
mous with the time-honored term bacterial exotoxin. Although, etymologically, the term "exotoxin" may have emphasized the extracellular and
excretory nature of these bacterial products, common usage over a period
of many decades has established several important theoretical and practi
cal qualifications for inclusion in the family of bacterial exotoxins. In gen-
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eral, these substances have been heat-labile, antigenic proteins capable of
eliciting circulating antitoxic antibody, which is, in turn, capable of neu
tralizing the biological effects of toxin both in vitro and in vivo. Further
more, exotoxins undergo a spontaneous loss of toxicity with retention of
antigenicity, known as toxoiding, which is markedly accelerated by cer
tain agents such as formaldehyde.
More difficult to define, but probably of greater importance, bac
terial exotoxins have been associated by intuition and custom with
certain biological and pharmacological properties. The first of these con
cerns potency; exotoxins exert their characteristic biological activity, and
are very often lethal, in minute doses, i.e., in the microgram range, and
often in doses much smaller than those required to elicit detectable
circulating antitoxic antibodies. The second feature concerns their biolog
ical specificity; exotoxins characteristically exhibit a more or less specific
affinity for certain tissues, or even cell types, with which they combine to
exert a recognizable and specific pharmacological effect. Moreover, in
most cases of well-defined bacterial exotoxins their pharmacological ef
fect, as demonstrated in experimental models, bears at least some rele
vance to the pathophysiology of naturally occurring disease. Indeed, in
the classic exotoxin diseases, diphtheria, tetanus, and botulism, all or
nearly all of the major derangements seen in natural disease can be
clearly attributed to the actions of their respective toxins.
In accordance with this definition, cholera exotoxins appear, on the
basis of present information, to fall into four categories: (1) thermolabile,
antigenic, non-diffusable substances which evoke net water and salt
movement into the lumen of the mammalian small bowel following intra
luminal challenge; these will be grouped in this chapter under the general
term "enterotoxins"; (2) a thermolabile, antigenic, non-diffusable sub
stance found in cholera stools and culture filtrates which evokes indura
tion and increased permeability of the small blood vessels of the skin fol
lowing intracutaneous injection; this substance will be called vascular
permeability factor (PF or skin toxin). (3) a thermolabile, antigenic, nondiffusable substance which causes the death of mice following intravenous
inoculation; this material will be called the lethal toxin; and (4) a thermo
labile, antigenic, non-diffusable factor which stimulates endogenous lipase
in isolated fat-cell suspension, causing the release of glycerol and free
fatty acid; this substance will be called "lipase-stimulating factor."
The enterotoxins which have been described in various models are
likely to be identical, but since each is defined in terms of the in vivo indi
cator system which has been employed for its demonstration, they will be
treated here as separate entities. Although the vascular changes evoked
by PF have not been shown to play any role in the pathogenesis x>f chol-
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era, it is included here because (1) it is an antigenic, exotoxin-like factor
elaborated by V. cholerae in the gut during the course of cholera, and (2)
P F and enterotoxin share many important properties and may ultimately
prove to be identical. The roles of lipase-stimulating factor and lethal
toxin in the pathogenesis of cholera are not at all clear.
The effect of cholera vibrio products on cell cultures has not been re
ported extensively, but preliminary studies suggest that this approach
may hold considerable promise for the future. Read (1965) reported that a
dialysand of the intracellular substance derived from ultrasonic lysates of
strains of cholera vibrios known to produce enterotoxin caused destruc
tion of monolayers of the L cell line of mouse fibroblasts. Cells developed
lipid-containing vacuoles, which appeared as early as 24 hours, and pro
gressed to greater vacuolation and total detachment of cells within 5 days.
Heating at 60°C for 30 minutes destroyed the cell-damaging activity.
Since there is still insufficient information to relate cell culture toxicity to
either enterotoxic activity or pathogenesis of cholera, this factor will not
be discussed in this chapter. There seems to be a good possibility, howev
er, that the enterotoxic moiety can eventually be assayed in a cell culture
system. As in the case of vascular permeability factor, the evidence for
and against identity with enterotoxin must be very critically examined,
since premature assumption of identity may lead to erroneous conclu
sions concerning the natural history of cholera.
Burrows has proposed a classification of cholera toxins which encom
passes a much broader range of deleterious substances elaborated by
cholera vibrios than we have chosen to include (Burrows, 1965, 1968).
Since we have used the term cholera toxin in a much more restricted
sense, it may be helpful to make certain comparisons. The toxins de
scribed in this chapter all fall into the category designated by Burrows as
type 2 toxins; that is, those distinguished by their heat lability and nondiffusability through cellophane membranes. His types 1 and 3 toxins do not
fall within the purview of this discussion since they are neither bacterial
protein toxins nor do they appear to bear relevance to the pathophysiol
ogy of naturally occurring cholera in man. Type 1 toxins appear to be
conventional lipopolysaccharide endotoxins which, although lethal in
mice and chick embryos, have not been shown to play any role in the
pathophysiology of cholera. Type 3 toxins, characterized by heat stability
and diffusability through cellophane membranes, do not fulfill the criteria
of bacterial toxins in any sense. Their activity has been demonstrable in
vitro by the inhibition of active sodium transport in frog epithelium and
mammalian small intestinal mucosa (Sections II; III,B,l,a; III,E) (Huber
and Phillips, 1962; Fuhrman and Fuhrman, 1960; Burrows et al, 1965;
Leitch et al, 1967'; Leitch and Burrows, 1968). For a discussion of types
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1 and 3 cholera toxins and of their probable lack of relevance to the patho
physiology and pathogenesis of cholera, the reader is referred to Burrows'
recent review (Burrows, 1968).
B.

ENTEROTOXINS

1. A D U L T RABBIT LIGATED INTESTINAL SEGMENT M O D E L

a. Methods, Measurement, and Mechanisms. The first relevant animal
model for the study of cell-free filtrates of cholera vibrios, and one still
very much in use today, was described by De and his associates (1960,
1962; De, 1959). They had previously shown that injection of living vib
rios into the lumen of ligated small intestinal segments of the adult rab
bit caused an accumulation of fluid (De and Chatterje, 1953). The tech
nique consisted essentially of injecting about 1 ml of test materials into
the lumen of 4-in. segments of small intestine separated by ligatures. The
segments were returned to the abdominal cavity, the abdominal wall su
tured and the animal allowed to recover from anesthesia; 18 to 24 hours
later they were killed, and the small intestine was removed and examined
for accumulation of fluid. The use of control or "sham" segments, and the
precautions required to avoid false-positive reactions were emphasized
by the authors. Using this method, they investigated the effect of intralu
minal inoculation of bacteria-free filtrates of cultures of V. cholerae, and
were able to demonstrate a heat-labile (56°C), non-diffusable component
of peptone culture filtrates which caused fluid accumulation in the ligated
segment.
On the basis of its thermolability and its appearance in young cultures,
De and his associates considered this component to be a true exotoxin,
and, in view of its specific action on the small intestine, they called it an
enterotoxin. Observations during the past decade would indicate that this
term was well chosen, and subsequent work has confirmed the major find
ings reported by De and his associates concerning the properties of this
enterotoxin (Section III,B,l,b). Because this term is concise and descrip
tive and has precedence over other terms applied to the exotoxin(s) caus
ing fluid accumulation in the gut lumen, it would seem appropriate to apply
this term to all cholera exotoxins which are active in one or another ani
mal model employing intraluminal administration into the intestinal tract.
From our present vantage point, it seems likely that all such enterotoxic
activities are the responses to a single substance elaborated by V. chol
erae. Until this is firmly established, however, the term enterotoxin can
be qualified or modified in terms of the particular animal model employed
for its demonstration.
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Burrows and his associates have employed the ligated ileal segment
model extensively for the study of both enterotoxic activity of various
vibrio products and infection with living vibrios. Using a rabbit-passed
569B strain of V. cholerae, Burrows and Musteikis (1966) showed that a
cell-free ultrasonic lysate of organisms grown for 18 hours on 3 %
Bacto-Peptone agar, pH 8, contained nondiffusable and heat-labile entero
toxic activity similar to that described by De. As few as 10 living vibrios
invariably produced infection and fluid accumulation, indistinguishable
from that produced by the enterotoxin. The reaction to cell-free toxin
could not be attributed to multiplication of adventitious bacteria. Fluid
accumulation in the ileal segment became perceptible after a latent period
of 4-5 hours and was maximal at 10-12 hours. They were able to obtain a
dose-response curve to whole cell lysate toxin by plotting milliliters of
fluid per centimeter of bowel against the log dose of toxin. This curve
became asymptotic at the upper end at about 2.75 ml/cm, probably repre
senting the distension limit of rabbit ileum. From the S-shaped curve ob
tained, a 5 0 % effective dose could be estimated for a given lot of toxin,
and the relative potencies of different preparations could be compared.
They pointed out that there was considerable inter-animal variation in this
assay, and that the health of the animals and operative techniques were
critical. Nevertheless, they reported that titrations derived from mean
values of 4-8 ileal segments per toxin dilution were reproducible.
Kasai and Burrows (1966) have examined the quantitative aspects of
the ileal segment response to cholera enterotoxin, again using whole cell
lysates of the 569B strain of V. cholerae. They found that response to in
traluminal enterotoxin was reasonably constant in the segment of ileum
extending about 100 cm above the appendix, but reactivity to toxin was
diminished in the region above 120 cm. Using the most reactive region, it
was feasible to divide the ileum into 6, 10-cm segments, using the lowest
and highest for controls and the 4 central segments for test material. Their
evidence suggested that no more than 4, 10-cm segments could reliably be
used for toxin assay in any one animal, because a maximum response in
more than 4 loops led to a decreased dose response. The S-shaped doseresponse curve was consistently produced by different batches of toxin
and in rabbits immunized with both cholera vaccine and toxin (Section
III, B, 6). That susceptibility could be modified by extrinsic factors was il
lustrated by the fact that resistance to toxin was increased by giving rab
bits a celery extract-peptone solution instead of water during the second
day of the starvation period.
The problems associated with the quantitation of enterotoxic activity in
the ligated intestinal loop of the adult rabbit have also been recognized
and investigated by Schafer and Lewis (1965). They noted the rather
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marked inter-animal variation, and have presented data on the influence
of time of harvest on the amount of fluid accumulation. They have also
called attention to the fact that ammonium sulfate, which is often a "con
taminant" of biological preparations which have been subjected to frac
tionation techniques, may evoke net fluid accumulation in ligated intes
tinal segments.
Leitch and Burrows and their associates have studied the pathophys
iology of the response of ligated segments of small bowel to intraluminal
injection of cholera enterotoxin (see also Section III, G) (Leitch et al.,
1966, 1967; Leitch and Burrows, 1968). They confirmed the 4-hour latent
period before fluid accumulation became perceptable, and recorded that
accumulation progressed at a constant rate depending upon concentration
of toxin injected. The response to enterotoxin was not, however, uniform
throughout the rabbit intestinal tract. The duodenum, lower ileum, and
upper ileum were decreasingly responsive, in that order. The colon
showed no fluid accumulation whatsoever. Fluid accumulation in the
duodenum began earlier than in the ileum and had produced such disten
sion by the 8th hour that tissue ischemia had begun. Diffusable, heat-sta
ble components of whole cell lysates (Burrows' type 3 toxins) were capa
ble of reducing electrical potential across the lower ileum but without
overt evidence of fluid accumulation. In the duodenum this material
evoked neither fluid accumulation nor a reduction in potential. These
observations are in agreement with those of Grady et al. (1967) that the
enterotoxin responsible for fluid accumulation in this model is not the
same as the material responsible for sodium pump inhibition (Section
III,G).
b. Preparation and Properties. De and his associates emphasized the
importance of certain cultural conditions in the production of enterotoxin
in vitro. Maximum levels were produced in a medium consisting of 5%
2 in
Bacto-Peptone and 0.5% sodium chloride with pH adjusted to 7.3,
shallow stationary cultures with a surface:volume ratio of 1.0-2.0 cm /ml,
and after 6-12 hours incubation at 37.5°C. Rough strains of V. cholerae
failed to produce enterotoxin and a number of strains were shown to lose
the capacity to produce enterotoxin following serial passage on agar
slants. The enterotoxin made no direct contribution to the production of
hypotension in cholera and it was independent of the receptor-destroying
enzyme or of hemolytic, mucinase, or lecithinase activity. It could be pre
cipitated with saturated ammonium sulfate; it did not pass through a cello
phane membrane and was not absorbed on membrane or fritted glass fil
ters. Filtrates prepared with asbestos filters, however, lost all enterotoxic
activity. It was not inactivated at 50°C but heating at 56°C for 30 minutes
abolished enterotoxic activity (De et al., 1962).
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Burrows and his associates have shown that enterotoxin demonstrable
in the ligated segment model is present in whole-cell ultrasonic lysates of
V. cholerae 569B grown on 3 % Bacto-Peptone agar, pH 8, for 18 hours
and harvested in distilled water. Lysis was accomplished at 9 kc/second
for 1 hour. They also confirmed De's observations that enterotoxin was
present in filtrates of maximally aerated 3 % Bacto-Peptone liquid cul
tures incubated for 18 hours at 37°C. Intracellular and cell wall sub
stances were separated by disintegration in a Mickle apparatus followed
by centrifugation. Solubilized vibrio cell wall material contained no enter
otoxic activity, while intracellular substance accounted for essentially all
the enterotoxic activity found in whole-cell lysates. All enterotoxic activi
ties were again found to be destroyed by heating at 56°C for 15 minutes,
and were nondiffusable through cellophane (Burrows et al., 1965; Bur
rows and Musteikis, 1966).
Fractionation and characterization of the enterotoxin present in pep
tone supernates was described by Coleman and his associates (1968).
Vibrios were grown in agitated cultures of a 3 % dialysate of
Bacto-Peptone and incubated at 37°C. The time-course of enterotoxin
production under these growth conditions indicated that the log titer of
toxin concentration in the supernate bore a linear relationship to time of
incubation between 2 and 7.5 hours, and that 7.5 hours was the optimal
time of harvest since it yielded the maximum enterotoxin with the mini
mum of products of cell lysis; 7.5-hour culture filtrates contained
600-1000 "toxin units'Vml. Millipore filtrates were concentrated by flash
evaporation and dialyzed. Dialysands contained no detectable polysac
charide.
Starting preparations showed precipitin bands on immunoelectrophoresis against serum from rabbits immunized with whole-cell lysate.
Enterotoxic activity was eluted in a single protein peak from Sephadex G200. This material showed two distinct precipitin bands in Immunoelec
trophoresis, one migrating toward the cathode and one to the anode in
barbiturate buffer, pH 8.2. When this material was then passed through
DEAE-Sephadex in an electrolyte gradient from 0-0.25 M NaCl, two
cleanly separated fractions emerged: the positively charged fraction I in
advance, followed by the negatively charged fraction II. All enterotoxic
activity was present in fraction I; fraction II was completely inert in the
ligated intestinal segment. Based on measurement of Folin protein, the
ratio of fraction I to fraction II was about 1:2, and the amount of fraction
I was directly proportional to the amount of enterotoxicity of different
batches of crude supernate. It was subsequently found that fraction I
could be eluted directly from DEAE-Sephadex with deionized water.
Fraction II could be later eluted by washing the column with 0.05 M
NaCl and then eluting with 0.5 M NaCl.
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Fraction I was estimated to contain 55-60% total protein by the FolinCiocalteau method, but 70% protein when calculated from total nitrogen.
This was consistent with the finding that tryptophan and tyrosine were
absent in alkaline hydrolyzates of both fractions. Relatively large amounts
of glycine were present, but there was no methionine and a general defi
ciency of aromatic amino acids. Fraction II contained 90% protein. Frac
tion I contained 2.7% total carbohydrate and approximately 23-34% extractable lipid, while fraction II contained 2.9% carbohydrate and 9-15%
3
lipid.
Molecular weights were estimated by thin-layer gel filtration with
H-labeled preparations. Fraction I migrated at a rate similar to that of
lysozyme, suggesting a molecular weight of 10,000-14,000. Fraction II
split into one major and one minor component. The major component was
calculated to have a molecular weight of 25,000-30,000. Both fractions
were found to be present in crude peptone supernate.
The unit of enterotoxic activity described (Section III,B,l,a) was con
tained in about 10 /xg of fraction I, whereas fraction II was inactive in
doses of 10 mg. Toxic activity had a half-life of only two weeks at refriger
ator temperatures, and activity was reduced twofold by freeze-drying.
Antigenicity was fully retained in purified fraction I (Section III,B,6). The
instability of purified fraction I was in marked contrast to the stability of
whole-cell lysates and crude filtrates of liquid peptone cultures to freezedrying (Coleman et aL, 1968).
c. Validity of the Ligated Segment Model. Ligated segments of adult
rabbit small intestine have now been used for about a decade in several
laboratories, and a number of observations have been made and opin
ions expressed concerning the validity of this model as a reflection of the
changes which take place in cholera in man, the only host in which disease
occurs in nature. Aside from the difference in species, itself, which can
not be avoided, the major drawback of this model has been the necessity
of creating an intestinal obstruction with the resulting distension not
only within the test segments, but above the highest segment as well.
Accumulated fluids compress the bowel wall, compromise the circula
tion, and may cause necrosis. Histological examination of toxin-chal
lenged segments has shown that the mucosal epithelium remained intact
during the first 12 hours (Leitch et al., 1966). At about that time, however,
there appeared histological evidence of ischemic damage resulting from
fluid pressure in the segment. This damage was apparently not great
enough to induce a generalized breakdown of the integrity of the mucosal
epithelium permeability, since no plasma protein appeared in the luminal
fluid up to the 30th hour after toxin injection, as evidenced by the intra
venous injection of Evans Blue dye. These findings are in essential agree
ment with those of Formal and his associates (1961) in their histological
studies of infection in the isolated ileal segment of adult rabbits. They
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are also in agreement with the findings of Gangarosa et al. (1960) who
found that biopsies of intestinal epithelium in human cholera revealed
an intact mucosa, and those of Gordon (1962) that intravenous poly
vinylpyrrolidone did not leak into the gut during clinical cholera. Taken
together, these observations all suggest that the ligated intestinal segment
of the rabbit is a reasonably valid model for the study of cholera entero
toxin during the first 10-12 hours after toxin injection, i.e., before the
distension leads to a severe disturbance of circulation leading to tissue
ischemia and ultimate necrosis of the mucosa. Unfortunately, an interval
of 10 hours does not fit neatly into the usual "working day." Some investi
gators have elected to terminate their experiments at 6 hours, perhaps
reducing the sensitivity of the test, but also markedly reducing the chance
of spurious results arising from overdistension. Others continue to con
duct overnight experiments, and probably include occasional segments in
which focal necrosis has begun.
2. PERFUSED SMALL INTESTINAL SEGMENT OF THE A D U L T RABBIT

Because of some of the afore-mentioned problems associated with liga
tion of the gut, namely, distension resulting from fluid accumulation, and
the difficulty in sampling intestinal fluid during the course of experiments,
several workers have recently examined the effect of intraluminal cholera
enterotoxin in catheterized small intestinal segments undergoing constant
intraluminal perfusion (Serebro et al., 1968a,b, 1969; McGonagle et al.,
1968; Craig and Blaker, 1969). This system offers an opportunity to study
the dynamics of fluid and electrolyte movement, critical time relationships
concerning fixation of toxin to tissue, and decisive periods in the effects of
drugs or antitoxin upon toxic activity. The chief disadvantage, of course,
lies in the technical problems of maintaining and monitoring the anesthe
tized animal as well as the perfusion system over a period of many hours.
Moreover, it is difficult to install more than two segments in any one ani
mal at a given time.
Filtrate dialysands from stationary cultures of B1307 incubated at 30°C
for 48 hours consistently evoked a more or less constant net fluid output
for up to 10 hours following a 1- to 2-hour lag period. Control segments
treated with equal amounts of boiled toxin or peptone medium usually
showed slight net absorption of fluid during the same period. A roughly
linear dose-response curve was produced when segments were challenged
with enterotoxin in tenfold dosage increments over a range from approxi
mately 0.03-30 ml of crude culture filtrate. The enterotoxin derived from
1-ml crude culture filtrate produced a mean net output rate in the perfused
segment of approximately 0.2 ml/cm/hour. This dose contained
about 50,000 blueing doses of permeability factor (see below, Section
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III,C) (Craig and Blaker, 1969). When approximately 60 times as much of
the same lot of enterotoxin was administered to duodenal segments of
dogs, which normally exhibit low levels of absorption similar to the rabbit
ileum, the net fluid output was approximately 2.0 ml/cm/hour (Carpenter
and Greenough, 1968b). Thus, both these species had dose responses in
the same range of magnitude. Also, if values obtained from perfused rab
bit ileal segments are extrapolated to the entire rabbit small intestine, the
rate of 0.2 ml/cm/hour observed for 8 hours in a 35-cm segment yields a
net loss of about 860 ml of water in 24 hours; this represents about
30% of the body weight of an average 3-kg rabbit. Thus, the magnitude
of fluid loss observed in the perfused rabbit system is well within the
range seen in natural cholera in man, and even lower relative losses would
quickly lead to dehydration and shock if fluids were not replaced.
There was great variation in both the baseline absorptive capacity of
individual rabbit segments and in their response to cholera enterotoxin.
Because of the former, the response to any given toxin preparation is
probably best expressed as the difference in net fluid movement between
paired toxin-treated and control segments. This also reduces the error in
troduced by the enhancement of absorption caused by amino acids or
peptones which are frequent contaminants of crude toxin preparations.
Therefore, one of the chief advantages of the perfused segment model
over the ligated segment lies in the fact that differences in rates of fluid
absorption caused by inter-animal variation and nonspecific components
in test preparations can be taken into account in the estimation of re
sponse to enterotoxin. The fact that it is not practical to install more than
two segments per animal poses a serious disadvantage to the model, how
ever, since this means that each animal provides only one datum: for
example, the difference in flux rates between a toxin-challenged segment
and a segment receiving the same quantity of heat-inactivated toxin. Even
when differences in absorption rates were taken into account, 100-fold
differences in toxin dosage occasionally produced identical flux rates in
different animals. Thus, individual rabbits could be said to differ 100-fold
in their susceptibility to enterotoxin. Nevertheless, unlike the ligated
segment model, inert control materials have not been observed to pro
duce false positive reactions.
Because of this high degree of variability in dose response, relative po
tency of two enterotoxin preparations could be expressed only very
roughly and with very wide limits of confidence. For example, tenfold
differences in toxin dose produced significant differences in mean net flux
rate when 8 rabbits per dose were used, with one test and one control
segment per rabbit. It would not have been possible from such data, how
ever, to express quantitatively the amount of difference in enterotoxic
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potency between two preparations. Similar difficulties in quantitation
plague all the currently available models used for enterotoxin assay, so
that it is essential to recognize the limitations imposed by the inherent
variability of the system.
The perfused intestinal segment model may prove useful for certain
qualitative determinations and for studies involving time relationships. It
has been demonstrated, for example, that heating toxin at 42°C for 30
minutes produces no significant loss of toxicity; at 48°C a slight but dis
tinct reduction in potency is observed, whereas at 56°C all detectable tox
icity is removed. Similarly, cholera toxoid prepared by treating entero
toxin with 0.4% formalin for one month at 37°C destroyed all detectable
enterotoxicity (Craig and Blaker, 1969).
McGonagle and co-workers (1968), employing phenol red as a nonab
sorbable marker, have presented evidence that cholera enterotoxin alters
the direction of net fluid movement in the rabbit gut as early as 10 minutes
after its contact with intestinal mucosa. In view of the conflicting data
from several models concerning the so-called "lag period" in the effect of
enterotoxin on intestinal epithelium, this phenomenon requires further
investigation.
In the perfused segment, cholera enterotoxin produces no grossly visi
ble change in the gut wall. Recirculated perfusion fluids from both toxintreated and control segments were opalescent, colorless, and contained
increasing amounts of mucus as perfusion continued. Electrolyte compo
sitions of perfusates from both toxin-treated and control segments were
essentially identical except for a reduced potassium concentration in
toxin-treated segments. Protein content was negligible, and intravenously
administered Pontamine Sky Blue dye did not appear in toxin-challenged
segments in any greater quantity than in control segments (Craig and
Blaker, 1969).
3. SUCKLING RABBIT M O D E L

a. Method and Measurement. Metchnikoff (1894) reported that suck
ling rabbits could sometimes be orally infected with cholera vibrios. This
often produced an acute accumulation of fluid in the bowel, with diarrhea,
dehydration, and death. This model was revived by Dutta and Habbu
(1955) who introduced modifications which greatly increased the regular
ity and reproducibility of the results. In 1959, in the same year that De
reported the use of the ligated adult rabbit ileal segment for the demon
stration of cholera enterotoxin, Dutta and his associates (1959) reported
that cell-free products of vibrios administered intragastrically to 9- to 10day-old rabbits evoked diarrheal disease indistinguishable from that asso
ciated with cholera infection. Subsequently, similar enterotoxicity was
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demonstrated in filtrates of rice-water stools from cholera patients (Panse
and Dutta, 1961) and in cell-free ultrasonic lysates of cholera vibrios (Oza
and Dutta, 1963).
During the past decade, this model has been extensively utilized, par
ticularly by Finkelstein (1965a,b) and Finkelstein and his associates
(1964, 1966a,b). They have assigned the term "choleragen" to the factor
responsible for fluid loss into the gut of the suckling rabbit model. All
available evidence indicates that the suckling rabbit model responds to
the same enterotoxic factor which is active in all other intestinal models.
We feel that the introduction of a special term for the factor active in the
suckling rabbit gut is unwarranted and misleading; therefore, the sub
stance responsible for this activity will be considered here as cholera
enterotoxin.
Young rabbits apparently lose susceptibility to orally administered en
terotoxin with increasing age, but most workers have reported only on
results obtained in rabbits 8-12 days old. (Dutta et al., 1959; Finkelstein
et al., 1964). In these animals, gastric contents were removed by repeated
rinsing with tepid water until rinsings were free of suspended milk and
other solids. Test materials were then introduced by catheter into the
stomach. Fatal doses of toxin produced watery diarrhea which began
9-12 hours after toxin administration and led to death at 12-24 hours. At
the height of the illness, the animals became cold and anuric, lost 10-15%
of their original body weight, and showed hemoconcentration. At autop
sy, the caecum and right colon were distended with clear fluid and some
fluid was generally present in the small bowel. Some animals in this sys
tem failed to develop overt diarrhea but demonstrated marked accumula
tion of fluid in the gastrointestinal tract at autopsy (Finkelstein et al.,
1964). These authors also pointed out that an occasional suckling rabbit
developed diarrhea unrelated to exposure to cholera toxin. The gross
manifestations of such intercurrent disease, however, were said to be very
distinct from those associated with cholera infection or intoxication; in
the latter, the cardinal sign was the accumulation of massive amounts of
clear fluid in the intestinal tract, whereas in intercurrent infections, intes
tinal contents were turbid and semi-solid and there was little or no disten
sion. As in the case of natural cholera in man and other animal models, the
intestinal epithelium in the experimental animals remained intact in spite
of the massive outpouring and accumulation of fluid.
The suckling rabbit model was originally developed because infection
by the oral route in adult rabbits had not been successful. With regard to
susceptibility to enterotoxin, however, it is clear that the adult rabbit
small intestine is susceptible to toxin without special treatment to remove
possible toxin inactivators (Section III,B,1 and 2). Dutta and Oza (1963),
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however, provided data which showed that extracts of the pancreas,
small intestine, and gall bladder of adult rabbits were capable of in
activating enterotoxin at pH 5.0, the optimal pH for lipase activity, but
not at pH 7.0 or 8.2, the optimal ranges for amylolytic and proteolytic ac
tivities. That the toxin was apparently not inactivated by the low pH
alone seemed to be confirmed by the observation that similar extracts
from 8- to 10-day-old rabbits failed to inactivate the toxin under any of
these conditions. The presence of toxin-destroying enzymes, particularly
lipase, in the adult rabbit intestinal tract was suggested. This was thought
to contribute to the resistance of adult rabbits to infection with cholera
vibrios. In such considerations, however, susceptibility to infection and
susceptibility to cell-free toxic materials must be clearly differentiated.
Present models in adult rabbits employ isolated segments of the gut
which, after initial rinsing, are well protected from pancreatic secretions
and bile. The enterotoxin is therefore subjected only to enzymes present
in the succus entericus itself. There appears to have been no attempt to
examine the response to intragastric administration of enterotoxin in the
adult rabbit.
Intraperitoneal and intracardiac inoculation of enterotoxin in suckling
rabbits, in doses greater than those required to produce fatal diarrhea
when given by mouth, failed to produce any observable effect. Also, suc
kling rabbits with duodenal transection and ligation failed to produce diar
rhea following intragastric toxin challenge (Finkelstein, 1965b). These
findings agree with other animal models and with observations in man that
the primary site of action of cholera enterotoxin is the small intestinal
mucosa, and that salt and water losses into the gut lumen can be evoked
only by direct application of the toxin to the luminal surface of the small
bowel epithelium.
Thus far, the response in the suckling rabbit has been reported by most
workers as an all-or-nothing response, and the relative potency of prep
arations has been expressed in terms of the amount of material required to
produce definite diarrhea or death in a given proportion of challenged
animals. Thus, unless very large numbers of animals are used, and dosage
increments are very small, quantitation is not very precise.
b. Preparation and Properties. Enterotoxic activity in the suckling
rabbit model was first demonstrated in cell-free material prepared by di
lute acid extraction of vibrios by the method of Gallut (1954; Dutta et al.,
1959). In the light of current knowledge concerning the properties of chol
era enterotoxin, it seems unlikely that material obtained by this method
should have retained much of the enterotoxicity present in the vibrio cell
body. Indeed, this seemed to have been the case, since whole-cell ultra
sonic lysates derived from an equivalent number of organisms were re-
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ported by Oza and Dutta (1963) to be more active in the suckling rabbit
system than the toxins prepared by acid extraction. It was subsequently
shown by Burrows and his associates (1965) that the enterotoxicity pres
ent in whole-cell ultrasonic lysates was present in the intracellular sub
stance but not in the cell nwalls of these vibrios (Section III,B,l,b). Mate
rial from about 5 X 1 0 vibrio bodies was required to produce fatal
diarrhea in one suckling rabbit. This immediately suggested the possibility
that either the enterotoxic principle must be excreted into the "medium"
in the small intestine in natural cholera in man, in order to achieve high
enough levels to cause the derangement observed, or else that man is a
much more susceptible animal than the suckling rabbit. Subsequent inves
tigations have supported the view that enterotoxin is abundantly secreted
into the surrounding medium under several growth conditions. At the
present time, therefore, the richest sources of enterotoxic activity as
tested in all available animal models appear to be the supernatant fluids of
liquid cultures of V. cholerae.
The properties of enterotoxins active in suckling rabbits, prepared from
liquid culture supernates, have been most extensively investigated by
Finkelstein and his colleagues (1964, 1966a,b; Finkelstein, 1965a,b).
Maximum yields of toxin were obtained from agitated cultures of the
569B Inaba strain of the cholera vibrio grown in a medium containing in
organic salts, sucrose, and 1% casamino acids. A simple, chemically de
fined medium containing sucrose and salts (Finkelstein and Lankford,
1955) either with or without supplementation by the four amino acids
reported by Howard and Lankford (1960) to enhance mucinase produc
tion, failed to yield enterotoxic activity in the doses employed. In retro
spect, it is possible that failure to demonstrate enterotoxicity in suckling
rabbits using the salt and sucrose medium was related to either tempera
ture of incubation or dose of toxin or both. Strain B 1307 Ogawa, grown
in this same basal medium at 30°C in stationary cultures, produced
reasonably good yields of both vascular permeability factor (Craig, 1966)
(Section III, C) and enterotoxin active in the intact canine small intestine
(Section III,B,5).
The casamino acid-sucrose-salts medium has been designated "Syncase" by Finkelstein, and the enterotoxin active in the suckling rabbit de
rived from filtrates of agitated cultures grown at 37°C in this medium has
been designated "Syncase choleragen." Crude Syncase filtrates of strain
569B contain endotoxin, vibriocidal antibody inhibitor, and mucinase, as
well as the enterotoxic factor (Finkelstein et al., 1964). The endotoxin
and vibriocidal antibody inhibitor could be separated from the enterotoxin
on a column of Sephadex G-200, and the mucinase could be at least par
tially separated by ammonium sulfate fractionation. At % saturation, pro-
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portionally more mucinase was precipitated, while enterotoxic activity
was equal in supernate and precipitate. In disk Immunoelectrophoresis
choleragen behaved like a protein with a migration similar to that of hu
man 7 S gamma globulin (Finkelstein et al., 1966b).
Choleragen has also been produced successfully in a 10-liter fermenter
in Syncase medium at 30°C. It was purified by ammonium sulfate precipi
tation followed by passage through D E A E cellulose, Agarose A-5m, and
Sephadex G75 columns. The biologically active product appeared to be
homogeneous by chromatography, ultracentrifugation, disc electropho
resis, and immunoelectrophoresis. One microgram produced "cholera" in
suckling rabbits and fluid accumulation in ligated intestinal segments of
adult rabbits. Subnanogram amounts evoked increased vascular perme
ability following intracutaneous inoculation. The permeability factor
(PF) present in choleragen preparations always remained associated with
the enterotoxic component during purification procedures and was con
sidered by the authors to be identical with choleragen and distinct from
mucinase (Finkelstein et al., 1966b; Finkelstein, 1969a,b) (Section III,
C,2).
The choleragen-anti-choleragen system formed a single precipitating
band in agar diffusion systems, and quantitative Ouchterlony assays of
the products were in accord with their enterotoxic and not their mucinolytic activity (Finkelstein et al., 1966b). It is still possible, however, that
other untested biologically active components of cholera filtrates may
be involved in in vitro immunological systems (Kusamaand Craig, 1970).
The above purification schemes revealed a nontoxic protein moiety of
different size which proved to be antigenically identical to choleragen as
demonstrated by gel diffusion technics. Finkelstein (1969) has designated
this as "choleragenoid," and it appears to possess the properties of a tox
oid (Finkelstein and LoSpalluto, 1969, 1970).
4. R A T M O D E L

Aziz and his associates (1968) have reported that cholera toxin also
evokes fluid accumulation in the ligated ileal segment of adult rats. When
one toxin-treated and one control segment per rat were employed, toxin
challenged segments accumulated about 0.3 ml/cm during the first 8
hours, whereas control segments almost universally contained no measur
able fluid. Both the normal succus entericus and feces of rats appeared to
contain a heat-stable factor capable of inactivating cholera enterotoxin in
rats. These workers emphasized that proper pretreatment and thorough
rinsing of the portion of the small intestine to be used in the assay was
necessary in order to avoid erratic results in this model. Although they
have thus far reported only on the results obtained in experiments using
two segments per animal, both the economy of a rat system and the impli-
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cations of an enterotoxin-inactivator in normal intestinal contents indi
cate that this system certainly deserves further investigation.
5. C A N I N E

MODEL

The susceptibility of adult dogs to cholera enterotoxin was first re
ported by Swallow et al. (1965, 1968). The toxin employed was a cellfree filtrate of a trypticase-soy broth culture of the Inaba strain 569B.
They studied the effects of this material on salt and water movement in
chronic Thiry-Vella loops of jejunum, distal ileum, and colon. The toxin
failed to affect the distal ileum or colon, but it reduced absorption and
caused a net output of water, sodium, chloride, and bicarbonate in jejunal
loops. Effects were still demonstrable 24 hours after exposure, but the
loops had returned to normal by 96 hours. Bidirectional fluxes of water
and sodium were examined, and there was no evidence that net fluid loss
was due to inhibition of sodium transport from lumen to plasma.
Sack and his associates (1966) described the first successful canine
model for cholera infection, and they have used this model extensively for
the study of the pathogenesis and pathophysiology of cholera (Sack and
Carpenter, 1969a, b, c). They were able to produce severe dehydrating
diarrhea in 4 0 % of the dogs challenged intragastrically with whole,
11
shaken Syncase cultures of several strains
of V. cholerae grown for 5-6
hours at 37°C and containing about 10 vibrios in a 100-ml inoculum. The
attack rate of severe cholera for strain Inaba 569B could be raised to 80%
by feeding 24-hour cultures grown at 30°C. The entire spectrum of clini
cal severity from no disease to death was observed with all the strains
tested. The roles of living vibrios and cell-free products were compared
by dividing 24-hour cultures of strain 569B into washed cells and cell-free
filtrate. The cells gave an attack rate of 4 0 % and the cell-free filtrate 50%,
thereby demonstrating on the one hand that enterotoxin was not required
in the inoculum to establish severe infection, but on the other hand that
sufficient enterotoxin was present in the 24-hour cell-free filtrates to pro
duce cholera-like illness in half the dogs. Enterotoxin active in the ligated
ileal segment of rabbits, as well as vascular permeability factor, were both
present in most of the 24-hour cultures (Sections III,B,1 and III,C).
The clinical picture of severe cholera in dogs resembles that of human
cholera, with vomiting and massive diarrhea resulting in marked depletion
of water and electrolytes, and in acidosis, shock, and death. Diarrhea
usually began 6-12 hours after exposure, and soon thereafter the feces
took on the appearance of the typical rice-water stools of human cholera.
In untreated cases death usually occurred 2-12 hours after onset of col
lapse. The electrolyte compositions of stool and plasma were similar to
those found in human cholera. If the dogs were treated with salt and fluid
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replacement, the disease lasted only about 36 hours, during which time
stool losses averaged 3 7 % of body weight.
Some dogs were rechallenged after recovery from severe clinical chol
era, and it was demonstrated that dogs could develop cholera more than
once. Resistance to a second challenge seemed to be best correlated with
the levels of agglutinating antibody. Anti-enterotoxic antibody was not
titrated, but serum anti-permeability factor (anti-PF) antibody levels at
the time of rechallenge seemed to bear no relation to resistance. Anti-PF
antibody was not demonstrable in any dogs 10-14 days following primary
challenge, but most dogs developed appreciable levels at the same interval
following rechallenge 6 weeks to 1 year later. In this respect, the dog may
differ from man, since we have found a rise in anti-PF antibody during the
clinical course of cholera, reaching a maximum at 10-14 days after onset,
in all human cases thus far examined (Craig, 1965b, 1967b). It must be
borne in mind, however, that the cases we have studied were all residents
of a cholera endemic area, and, although none had had previous clinically
apparent cholera, prior inapparent infection could easily have occurred. It
is possible, therefore, that the human cases thus far studied were immuno
logically analogous to rechallenged dogs in the experiments of Sack and
Carpenter (1969c). It is clear that dogs exposed to large inocula of living
vibrios exhibited not only the entire spectrum of disease response, but
also a very heterogeneous immune response in terms of measurable circu
lating agglutinins, vibriocidal antibodies, and anti-PF antitoxin. Most sig
nificantly, it was shown that recovery from cholera did not necessarily
confer resistance. Attack rates on rechallenge, both in dogs which had
failed to develop overt disease and in those which developed clinical chol
era on first challenge, were often as high as in previously unchallenged
dogs.
The dog model has provided an opportunity to observe the effects of
both infection and toxin challenge in an animal large enough to carry out
detailed serial physiological and immunological studies. The response to
infection, albeit to doses much larger than are likely to obtain naturally in
man, seems to resemble human cholera sufficiently to permit valid com
parisons. The feasibility of establishing chronic intestinal loops which re
tain normal absorptive function over long periods of time, has allowed for
serial studies on an animal which has not been recently subjected to sur
gical procedures or anesthesia, thus approaching more satisfactorily the
conditions of nature. Also, the dog can be allowed to recover, permitting
investigations during convalescence, and rechallenge experiments. The
development of the canine model has therefore made a major contribu
tion to the investigation of cholera and cholera toxins and provided an
important stimulus to studies which, in other animal models, could not be
attempted.
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The enterotoxic activity of cell-free filtrates of cholera cultures in the
intact small intestine of the dog was first studied by the installation of
crude enterotoxin into the duodenum of anesthetized dogs with terminal
ileostomies (Craig et a l , 1966). The toxins employed were dialysands of
cell-free filtrates of cultures of the Ogawa strain B1307 grown in shallow,
stationary cultures in both 2 % Bacto-Peptone and a simple chemically
defined sucrose-salt medium and incubated for 48 hours at 30°C. The
content of vascular permeability factor (Section III,C) was determined on
all batches of filtrates so that comparisons of PF and enterotoxin activity
could be made. Filtrates prepared from cultures grown in both media
were capable of causing ileostomy outputs of fluid showing the physical
and chemical properties of rice-water stool. Fluid output was more
closely correlated with PF content than with volume of filtrate, but since
all filtrates contained P F in varying titers, this finding contributed little to
the question of the identity6 of enterotoxin and PF. Doses of peptone fil
trate containing about 10 blueing doses (see Section III,C) of PF (2001000 ml of filtrate) caused a mean output of 16% of body weight of ile
ostomy fluid, with a range of 4-30%. In typical dogs there was a lag period
of 2-6 hours between the beginning of toxin administration and the onset
of ileostomy fluid output, followed by a reasonably constant rate of flow
during the next 24-36 hours, after which output ceased. In all experi
ments, and with all batches of enterotoxin prepared in both kinds of media,
there was wide inter-animal variation in dose-response. Occasional ani
mals failed to respond to a dose which in other dogs caused massive fluid
losses. Although variation in response to enterotoxin was not as great as
that reported for infection of dogs with living vibrios, it was nevertheless
sufficient to cause difficulty in expressing enterotoxic potency in quantita
tive terms. Thus, from the standpoint of bioassay, variation poses a diffi
cult problem; however, it offers an opportunity for the study of non
specific factors influencing susceptibility to cholera enterotoxins. There is
every indication that human populations are at least as variable as mongrel
dogs in their response to cholera infection and probably also to entero
toxin. A search for the factors responsible for "normal" variation in the
susceptibility of dogs should therefore be one of the major efforts in future
cholera research. An understanding of such nonspecific factors of resist
ance may ultimately prove more useful than specific immunizing agents
in the prevention of cholera in man.
The use of isolated short segments of canine small bowel has contrib
uted greatly to our understanding of the site and characteristics of the
fluid loss elicited by cholera enterotoxin. Chronic Thiry-Vella loops of
60- to 70-cm segments of various sections of the small intestine were
found to respond to intraluminal installation of enterotoxin with less vari
ability than the entire intact small bowel. Furthermore, once installed,
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such loops remained functional several months and responded reasonably
uniformly to repeated intraluminal challenge with cholera enterotoxin
without developing detectable acquired resistance (Carpenter et al.,
1968; Carpenter and Greenough, 1968b; Curlin et al, 1970). Water and
electrolyte fluxes in the isolated loops could be studied either by instilling
toxin and closing the two orifices of the loop with balloons, or by adding
the toxin to loops undergoing continuous intraluminal perfusion. Compar
ison of responses of duodenal, jejunal, and ileal loops to enterotoxin
showed that net fluid output appeared within 15 minutes in the duodenum,
whereas in the jejunum and ileum, respective lag periods of approximately
1 and 2 hours were noted. Also, the net fluid output per unit length of gut
was greater and persisted for a longer time after toxin administration in
the duodenum than in either jejunum or ileum. Bicarbonate concentration
of duodenal fluid was less than that produced by the ileum, but about the
same as that produced by the jejunum. The authors postulated that the
difference in net fluid output observed in different segments of the small
bowel resulted from the greater capacity for isotonic fluid absorption of
the more distal bowel segments, rather than from a difference in rate of
fluid secretion. According to this interpretation, increased secretion of
isotonic fluid begins shortly after toxin administration in all sections of the
small bowel, but new fluid production is not observed until the absorption
capacities of the respective loops are exceeded. Thus, the greater "lag
period" in ileal loops resulted from their greater absorptive capacity;
since absorption in the duodenum is negligible, no lag period was noted,
and the observed net output per unit length was greater.
The same investigators studied the effect of intraluminal glucose upon
the response of canine gut to cholera enterotoxin, and found that glucose
significantly enhanced isotonic fluid absorption in both jejunal and ileal
loops even in the presence of toxin-induced net fluid production. The net
effects of glucose on isotonic fluid absorption were equal before and after
intraluminal toxin administration. These observations again supported the
hypothesis that cholera enterotoxin acts primarily by augmenting the se
cretion of isotonic fluid, and that glucose-enhanced sodium absorption is
unimpaired (Section III,G) (Carpenter et al., 1968; Carpenter and Green
ough, 1968b).
6. ANTIGENICITY O F ENTEROTOXINS

Kasai and Burrows (1966) demonstrated that rabbits immunized with
whole-cell lysates of vibrios possessed circulating antitoxins capable of
neutralizing the effect of enterotoxin in vitro and abolishing its ability to
initiate fluid accumulation in the ligated ileal loop. They also described a
method for the titration of anti-enterotoxic antibody and expressed their
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titers in terms of antitoxin units per milliliter. One unit of antitoxin was
that amount of antiserum required to neutralize one 5 0 % effective dose or
"unit" of toxin. They showed that toxin and antitoxin combined in con
stant proportions over a ten fold range.
Utilizing this system, they demonstrated that neutralizing antitoxic an
tibodies increased from the 3rd to the 14th day during the course of chol
era in man. Low levels of circulating antitoxin were found, however, in
normal individuals from the United States who had not had cholera or
been exposed to infection. Rabbits immunized with 16-18 "units" of
whole-cell lysate toxin developed antitoxin titers as high as 2000 units/ml
on the 20th day of the vaccination schedule. Commercial cholera vac
cines, which are essentially bacterial suspensions containing little or no
enterotoxin, elicited much lower antitoxin titers.
The dialysand of a crude filtrate of an early liquid peptone culture of
strain 569B evoked serum enterotoxin-neutralizing antibodies in chim
panzees and patas monkeys following challenge by either the intramuscu
lar or oral route. Antitoxic activity was measured by the ligated rabbit il
eal segment method (Felsenfeld et al., 1968) (Section III,B,l,a). The
purified enterotoxin prepared from the crude dialysand of a peptone fil
trate, and designated Fraction I by Coleman and his associates (1968)
(Section III,B,l,b) was neutralized by antitoxin as assayed in the ligated
ileal segment of adult rabbits. The immunological activity appeared to be
retained during purification since purified Fraction I combined unit for
unit with antitoxin standardized against whole-cell lysate toxin.
The enterotoxic moiety of Syncase choleragen was clearly antigenic as
demonstrated by its capacity to evoke antitoxic antibody which could
neutralize the enterotoxin in vitro and in vivo (Finkelstein and Atthasampunna, 1967). Adult rabbits immunized with purified choleragen in
Freund's complete adjuvant demonstrated increased resistance to chol
eragen administered intraluminally into their ligated ileal segments. The
8 animals showed increased resistance to intraluminal challenge with
same
10 living cholera vibrios and to intracutaneous injections of choleragen
(Section III,C,3). Quantitative estimates of the degree of resistance con
ferred in these various test systems were not presented. All immunized
rabbits developed agglutinins in high titer, indicating that the "purified
choleragen" contained considerable somatic antigen. It was, therefore,
not possible to conclude whether antibacterial or anti-enterotoxic anti
body was responsible for the increased resistance to live vibrio challenge.
Sera from the immunized animals were capable of neutralizing choleragen
in vitro, as assayed in the suckling rabbit model, but conferred only very
slight passive protection on suckling rabbits injected intraperitoneally
with 1 ml of immune rabbit serum 18 hours before challenge. Since the
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effective toxin-antitoxin ratios were so different in the two procedures, it
was not possible to state that passive parenteral transfer was ineffective in
this toxin-antitoxin system. It would be important to determine whether
passively transferred antibody introduced into the intestinal lumen could
protect suckling rabbits against subsequent toxin challenge. It is possible
that a high degree of protection can be conferred only when antitoxin is
located in the lumen of the intestine, as in the case of antibacterial anti
body in relation to live vibrio challenge (Freter, 1956, 1964).
Curlin and his associates (1970) found that dogs immunized by paren
teral injection of crude culture filtrates of strain 569B grown in Syncase
medium developed increased resistance to intraluminal challenge with
enterotoxin and also to infection with living cholera vibrios. Dogs with
chronic jejunal Thiry-Vella loops were challenged twice before immuni
zation to establish baseline fluid output rates. Animals were then injected
intramuscularly with crude culture filtrate or placebo on days 0 and 28
and rechallenged intraluminally with filtrate on day 35. The pre- and postimmunization fluid output rates in the placebo-immunized dogs were al
most identical. In the toxin-immunized dogs, however, there was a signifi
cant reduction in fluid output following the post-immunization challenge,
but fluid output was not completely abolished.11In dogs immunized by the
same schedule, orogastric challenge with 10 living V. cholerae killed
only one out of 13 immunized dogs, while 9 out of 10 control dogs died.
The crude filtrate used as an immunizing agent evoked circulating vibriocidal and agglutinating antibodies as well as anti-enterotoxic antibodies as
determined by the rabbit ligated segment assay method of Kasai and Bur
rows (1966). Resistance to intraluminal enterotoxin challenge could prob
ably be attributed to the acquisition of antitoxic immunity. It was not pos
sible to assess the role of antitoxic immunity in protection against live
vibrio challenge, however, since vaccines which evoked agglutinins and
vibriocidal antibodies but which contained no detectable enterotoxin
were shown to be protective in field trials in human populations
(Oseasohn etal., 1965; Philippines Cholera Committee, 1965).
These studies were in agreement with previous observations in dogs
that repeated intraluminal challenge with doses of cholera enterotoxin
sufficient to elicit marked outpouring of isotonic fluid failed to evoke ei
ther detectable circulating antitoxin or increased resistance to subsequent
challenge (Carpenter et al., 1968, 1969; Carpenter and Greenough,
1968b). Chimpanzees and patas monkeys, however, are reported to have
developed circulating antitoxin following oral as well as intramuscular
challenge with a similar preparation of crude enterotoxin (Felsenfeld et
al., 1968), and, in man, serum antitoxin appeared during the course of
clinical cholera, presumably following absorption of toxin from the intes-
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tinal lumen (Kasai and Burrows, 1966). The difference observed between
man and dog may merely reflect the difference in quantity of enterotoxin
available for absorption. The total quantity of enterotoxin elaborated dur
ing the course of typical cholera in man, and the total time of exposure to
gut epithelium, are undoubtedly much greater than in the challenges in the
dog experiments carried out thus far. However, there may be important
species differences in capacity to absorb antigenically intact enterotoxin
from the intestinal tract. The critical experiments required to settle this
important question have not yet been done.
Another important but uncharted area in cholera immunology concerns
the sites of synthesis of antitoxin, the kinds of immunoglobulins evoked in
response to toxin or toxoid administered by different routes, and the loca
tion of effective neutralization of enterotoxin in the living host. Although
resistance to intraluminal challenge has been associated with circulating
antitoxin, there is no evidence that effective neutralization of enterotoxin
occurs in the vascular compartment. Indeed, since all evidence suggests
that intraluminal toxin binds quickly with the luminal surface of intestinal
epithelial cells, it seems much more likely that antitoxin must reach free
toxin in the gut lumen in order to neutralize the toxin before it reaches its
site of action. One cannot rule out the possibility that cholera antitoxin is
capable of abolishing or reversing the effect of enterotoxin after it has been
fixed to cellular components, as in the case of the Schultz-Charlton extinc
tion phenomenon in scarlet fever. In this connection, the observations on
the neutralization of cholera permeability factor in vivo may be relevant
(Craig, 1970a, see Section III,C,3). The toxin-neutralizing capacity of in
testinal secretions and interstitial fluids of the intestinal wall have not yet
been investigated. A thorough study of the antitoxin content of these fluids
before and after immunization by various routes would seem to be indi
cated. These and other investigations which might indicate the location of
effective in vivo neutralization of enterotoxin would seem to be among the
most pressing needs for a better understanding of the natural history of
cholera.
The effect of detoxifying agents such as formalin upon the antigenicity
of enterotoxin also requires further study. If, in the future, an attempt is
made actively to induce antitoxic immunity in man, it will be mandatory
to attempt this with a toxoid rather than toxin. Although repeated paren
teral injection of active toxin in dogs (Curlin et aL, 1970) and rabbits
(Craig, 1967a) appear to have had no adverse short-term effects, the pos
sibility of the identity of enterotoxin, vascular permeability factor, and
lethal toxin (Section III,C) would militate strongly against the administra
tion of large doses of active cholera toxin parenterally in man. The anti
genicity of vascular permeability factor is actually enhanced by conversion
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to a toxoid with formalin, and it seems likely that the enterotoxic moiety
will likewise retain its immunogenicity after similar treatment. Unless, or
until the identity of these two toxic moieties is established, however, it
will be essential to demonstrate that detoxified enterotoxin can actively
evoke increased resistance to intraluminal challenge with enterotoxin in
several animal models before proceeding to the study of its immuno
genicity in man.

C.

VASCULAR PERMEABILITY FACTOR

1. M E T H O D S AND MEASUREMENT

Intradermal inoculation of living cholera vibrios or cell-free ultrasonic
lysates of vibrios gives rise to diffuse swelling and erythema (Ghosh and
Mukerjee, 1959). It is probable, however, that this represents the usual
cutaneous response to intradermal injection of endotoxin. Basu Mallik
and Ganguli (1964) showed that intracutaneous injection of cholera stool
filtrates evoked an immediate increase in permeability of the small blood
vessels of the skin in rabbits as demonstrated by the intravenous dye tech
nique. Similar activity, however, was demonstrated to a lesser extent in
non-cholera stools; and specific neutralization of the effect was not re
ported.
Further studies on the intradermal toxicity of cholera products demon
strated the presence of a heat-labile, nondiffusable vascular permeability
factor (PF or skin toxin) in filtrates of certain cholera stools and culture
supernates (Craig, 1965a,b). Rice-water stools from human cholera cases
collected during the first 48 hours of illness were centrifuged to remove
flakes of mucus and the bulk of the bacteria and then sterilized by passage
through Millipore filters. One-tenth-milliliter volumes of serial dilutions
of filtrate in saline were injected intracutaneously into the depilated
skin of guinea pigs or the clipped skin of rabbits. Some of the stools
evoked sharply circumscribed, dome-shaped, firm swelling with moderate
erythema that reached a maximum at 18-24 hours, but there was no ne
crosis or ulceration. (Because of custom, the word "induration" will
be used interchangeably with "firm swelling," although the latter term
much more accurately describes the lesions evoked by PF.) High con
centrations of a few stool filtrates produced petechial hemorrhages in
the centers of the lesions. Filtrates of stools from cases of non-cholera
diarrhea failed to evoke skin lesions. The diameter and intensity of firm
swelling were directly related to dose. When animals were given 5 % Pontamine Sky Blue intravenously in a dose of 1.2 ml/kg, the dye was extravasated at the injection sites and seen as a sharply circumscribed circular
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blue area concentric with the site of injection. Hence, the term vascular
permeability factor (PF) was applied to this stool component. This term
has since been used interchangeably with "skin toxin." Pontamine Sky
Blue combines immediately with plasma protein, especially albumin;
therefore extravasation of dye is indicative of increased permeability of
cutaneous vessels to plasma albumin. The diameter and intensity of color
of the blue lesion were directly related to dose. The firm swelling was
sufficiently well defined to allow measurement of its diameter to the near
est 1 mm. Blueing could be measured with reasonable reproducibility to
the nearest 0.5 mm. The diameter of blueing in each lesion was always
slightly less than the palpable or visible swelling. Thus, the blue lesion sat
like a skullcap atop the dome of induration.
Early measurements had indicated that the diameter of the blue lesion
bore a straight-line relationship to the logarithm of the dose in the range of
5-12 mm. In guinea pigs, the amount of PF which produced a mean diam
eter of blueing of 8 mm was designated one "blueing dose" (BD). An
equivalent amount of PF evoked a mean lesion diameter of 7 mm in rab
bits (Craig, 1965a).
In order to determine whether PF activity in stools was specifically
associated with infection with the cholera vibrio, filtrates of stools from
155 cases of acute diarrheal disease were assayed in guinea pig skin for
PF content. The PF titers were correlated with the results of stool cul
tures. The distribution of PF titers in stools from human cases of cholera
and noncholera diarrhea is shown in Fig. 1. About half the cholera stools

F I G . 1. P F content of stools from 155 patients with acute diarrheal disease, D a c c a ,
East Pakistan, 1964.
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examined during the first two days of disease had readily detectable PF,
some as high as 1000 BD/ml. None of the noncholera diarrhea stools
contained significant amounts of PF (Craig, 1964). The amount of
P F passed in rice-water stools probably represented only a minute
fraction of the total elaborated in the small intestine. Perfusion of PF
through segments of adult rabbit small intestine resulted in the loss of
about 9 0 % of PF over an 8-hour period (Craig and Blaker, 1969; Section
III,B,2). At this rate, it would not be surprising if most of the PF elabo
rated in the small intestine were absorbed during the long passage through
the entire small bowel and colon, even though the transit time is some
times rather short. The PF content of small bowel fluid has not been re
ported.
After PF was demonstrated in rice-water stools of cholera cases, it was
shown that cholera vibrios elaborated PF when cultivated in shallow pep
tone cultures. Conditions of production are discussed in Section III,C,2.
The time-courses of the permeability events and of induration evoked
by both stool and culture filtrates were investigated by making intracuta
neous injections of appropriate doses of materials at different intervals,
followed by the intravenous administration of Pontamine Sky Blue when
the skin was bearing lesions of different ages. The results are schemati
cally depicted in Fig. 2. With both stool and crude culture filtrates small
amounts of heat-stable components evoked a minor increase in vascular
permeability lasting for 15-30 minutes. Unheated PF elicited a delayed
increase in permeability which grew from 2-8 mm in diameter between
IV2 and 8 hours. After that time the diameter remained constant, but the
. . . . Induration*- filtrate unheated
Blueing*- filtrate unheated
— - Blueing - filtrate heated at 5 6 ° C
for 3 0 minutes

p 10

2
0
0

2

4

12
16
20
Age of lesion (hours)

24

48

F I G . 2. T i m e course of increased capillary permeability and induration following in
tracutaneous injection of 0.1 ml of 1:20 dilution of cholera stool filtrate in guinea
pigs. * Intensity of induration is indicated by arbitrary scale at right. ** Intensity of
blueing is indicated by width of solid line.
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dye continued to accumulate in the extravascular spaces, reaching a maxi
mum intensity of color at 18-24 hours. Permeability of the vessels re
turned to normal by 72-96 hours, but induration was still palpable 6-7
days after injection. Stool or culture filtrates heated at 56°C for 30 min
utes failed to elicit any induration or increase in vascular permeability af
ter the initial immediate response. The time-courses elicited by stool and
culture filtrates were identical. It has been found that induration some
times lasted for several weeks in both rabbits and man, and that, in rab
bits, the injection of PF evokes a marked and sharply circumscribed ac
celeration of hair growth confined to the precise circular area of the
original indurated lesion. This is in marked contrast to the suppression of
hair growth noted following modest erythema-evoking doses of dermonecrotic toxins such as diphtheria toxin and the iota toxin of Clostridium
welchii type E (Craig, 1962).
For routine PF and anti-PF titrations, intervals of 18-24 hours be
tween intradermal inoculation and blueing, and 1 hour between blueing
and reading, have usually been used partly because this represents the
time of maximum response, but chiefly because of its convenience. Indur
ation and PF response have not been dissociated, and probably represent
two manifestations of the same underlying vascular defect. As far as is
known, induration would be as satisfactory as blueing for measuring
the activity of this toxin. Permeability increase was used to avoid confu
sion which might arise if substances like endotoxins, which produce red
ness and induration but not increased vascular permeability, were impor
tant contaminants of the preparations under investigation. In other words,
PF would seem to lend a minor degree of specificity to the response. It
must be emphasized, however, that the only way the skin response can be
rendered specific for cholera, is by demonstrating its specific neutraliza
tion by cholera antitoxin.
The toxic potency of PF preparations can be most accurately measured
by using a toxin-antitoxin system analagous to an L+ titration, which is
described in Section III,C,3. There are times, however, when titration of
toxin alone is desired because the L-h type of response is influenced by the
content of toxoid present in the toxin preparation under study. Because of
the rather marked inter-animal variation in P F response, it is essential
that a reference toxin of assigned potency be titrated on every test animal,
and the dose responses obtained with test materials compared with the
dose response of the reference preparation. Studies with a crude dialysand of a liquid culture filtrate of V. cholerae strain B1307 demonstrated
that means of rabbit pairs varied 16-fold in their susceptibility to PF,
emphasizing the importance of including a titration of a reference prepara
tion on each animal (Craig, 1967b). It is important to recognize, however,
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that the ultimate reference point must be an arbitrarily assigned antitoxin
unit, rather than a toxin sample. This is true because, like most bacterial
protein toxins, cholera enterotoxin and PF are far less stable than anti
toxin (Section III,C,3). Reference toxin preparations are useful for esti
mating relative potencies studied within one laboratory, but comparisons
between different investigators must ultimately rely upon the neutraliz
ing capacity of an antitoxic serum.
Although earlier observations had indicated that the diameter of the
blue lesion bore a straight-line relationship to the logarithm of the dose in
the range of 5-12 mm (Craig, 1965a), subsequent and more detailed
studies in rabbits indicated that the dose-response line is curvilinear. Rep
licate titrations of PF at threefold dilutions in a series of 8 rabbits, in
which each dilution was injected in a total of 48 randomized sites, re
vealed that between lesion sizes of 6-8 mm, the curve had a very gradual
slope; a tenfold change in P F concentration yielded a 1.6-mm change in
diameter of blueing. Below 6 mm, however, the curve fell more steeply,
and a tenfold change was reflected in a 5-mm reduction in lesion size.
There was no sharp break-point in the curvature of this line, however (see
Fig. 4) (Craig, 1968). Thus, the combination of inter-animal varia
tion and the curvilinearity of the dose-response line render estimation of
relative potency difficult as compared to those substances which yield
steep and rectilinear dose-response lines on intracutaneous injection
(Craig and Miles, 1961). The optimal procedures for estimating relative
potency with the greatest degree of accuracy and reproducibility have not
yet been thoroughly worked out. For practical purposes, however, that
portion of the dose-response curve between approximately 6 and 8 mm
can be assumed to be a straight line, and titrations of relative potency can
be aimed at that zone. The distance between the dose-response lines elic
ited by the reference preparation and the test material, at the 7-mm level,
may be taken as a reflection of relative potency. It is, of course, essential
that the dose-response lines at the level of comparison be reasonably par
allel. By carrying out all tests with replicate injections at partially random
ized sites, the combined error derived from intra-animal variation, injec
tion technique, and reading is minor. Assuming linearity of the response,
the limit of confidence for a given experimental protocol can be calcu
lated.
The intracutaneous injection of P F in man gives rise to a sharply cir
cumscribed area of redness and firm swelling reaching a maximum size at
72 hours. Permeability changes have not been studied. Heated PF (56°C)
gives rise to only very rare reactions persisting to the second day, and
these were probably allergic responses to the thimerosal used as a pre
servative. A dose of PF which elicited a mean induration diameter of 10
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mm on the third day gave rise to no "false negatives" among a group of
healthy American males who had not received cholera vaccine nor lived
in cholera-endemic areas. A reaction was considered "positive" if un
heated PF elicited 5 mm or more of induration at 72 hours, while heated
PF gave no reaction. On the average, man appeared to be less sensitive
than the rabbit in his response to intracutaneous PF. A comparison of the
induration response between a group of 93 American males, each receiv
ing single injections of 3 doses, and 4 rabbits, each receiving multiple
injections of a greater range of doses, demonstrated a 16-fold difference in
the dose-response slopes. These responses are shown in Fig. 3. Since in
dividual rabbits may vary 20-fold in their response to PF, and individual
men also vary considerably, this ratio is, of course, subject to error. Nev
ertheless, the dose-response slope in these 4 rabbits was similar to the
mean response in a larger group of rabbits so it is reasonable to estimate
that the rabbit is at least tenfold more susceptible, on the average, than
man. Intracutaneous injection of 3 doses of unheated PF and 3 doses of
heated PF in these 93 individuals caused no untoward local or systemic
manifestations attributable to cholera products (Craig et a i , 1966).
The injection of cholera toxin into the foot pad of adult rats causes a
marked edema which reaches a peak in 48-72 hours and recedes by the
end of 1 week (Finkelstein et a i , 1969). This effect appears to result from
the same vascular lesion as that which produces the localized firm swell
ing following intracutaneous injection of PF in guinea pigs, rabbits, or

-2.0

-3.0

-4.0

Toxin dilution (log)

F I G . 3 . Skin response to graded d o s e s of 0 . 1 ml of cholera P F injected intracutaneously
in rabbits and American males. T h e number of subjects are s h o w n in parentheses. T o x i n
( P F ) dilution is expressed in terms of original crude culture filtrate.
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man. The amount of edema in the rat foot can be measured by immersion
in a mercury bath connected to a pressure transducer, thus providing an
objective means of recording the extent and time-course of swelling in
duced by PF. The time-courses reported suggest that, as in the case of
observations on skin, the swelling waxes and wanes in parallel with the
changes in vascular permeability.
2. PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES

Culture conditions for the production of PF appear to be essentially the
same as those required for the elaboration of enterotoxin. Whenever
crude filtrates have been tested for both enterotoxin and PF, they have,
with few exceptions, been associated. In vitro preparation of PF was first
described in filtrates of cultures of V. cholerae Ogawa, strain B1307, iso
lated in East Pakistan in 1964 (Craig, 1965a). The medium and conditions
of growth were 5 % Bacto-Peptone, pH 7.3, in shallow stationary cultures
with a surface/volume ratio of 2.5:1. These were the media and conditions
first described by De for the production of cholera enterotoxin (De et al,
1962). Under these conditions maximum PF was attained after 24-48
hours of incubation at 37°C. Subsequent studies showed that PF produc
tion was inversely proportional to the temperature of incubation between
the ranges of 29 and 41°C (Craig, 1966; Evans and Richardson, 1968;
Kusama and Craig, 1970). It was also shown that 2% Peptone yielded PF
titers as high as 5 % and that a simple chemically defined medium contain
ing sucrose as the sole source of carbon, and the ammonium ion as the
sole source of nitrogen provided all the nutrients necessary for PF pro
duction (Craig, 1966). Titers of PF were shown to be enhanced at least
tenfold by the addition of casamino acids and yeast extract and by agitat
ing cultures of certain strains during incubation (Evans and Richardson,
1968; Kusama and Craig, 1970). The demonstration of high titers of PF in
Syncase choleragen also showed that the 569B strain was capable of
elaborating this factor under conditions favorable for the production of
enterotoxin active in the suckling rabbit model (Finkelstein et al, 1966a).
Recent studies have illustrated the difference in time-course and maxi
mum PF titer attained by different strains of V. cholerae•; the attempt was
made to relate these differences to the elaboration of a lytic factor, pro
teinase, mucinase, and neuraminidase by these strains. When strain 569B
was cultivated in agitated cultures in glucose-casamino acids-yeast ex
tract medium at 30°C, P5 F appeared by the 4th hour, rose rapidly to attain
a peak of about 5 x 10 blueing doses/ml at 24 hours, and was maintained
up to 96 hours without a significant fall in titer. At 37°C the maximum
was somewhat lower and there was a moderate decrease in titer between
24 and 96 hours. Strain B1307 cultivated under the same conditions
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displayed an entirely different time-course of P F production. PF appeared
later, but rose sharply, as in the case of 569B, between 8 and 24 hours.
The maximum attained at both temperatures was less than for 569B.
The B1307 maximum for 30°C was the same as the 569B maximum
for 37°C. Between 24 and 48 hours, however, the titers of PF in B1307
cultures fell sharply. In 37°C cultures, there was no detectable PF at
48 hours, and in 30°C cultures, it had disappeared at 72 hours. This
fall in PF in B1307 cultures was temporally associated with, but not
shown to be causally related to, a rise in titer of both proteinase and a
lytic factor, products which did not appear in 569B cultures. Although
the findings first suggested a PF-destroying factor in B1307 cultures,
no such factor could be demonstrated by incubating late, PF-free fil
trates of B1307 with active PF. Destruction of PF has so far been ob
served only in growing, agitated cultures (Kusama and Craig, 1970).
In stationary cultures of B1307 in both 2 % peptone and basal
sucrose-salt media incubated at either 30 or 37°C, disappearance of PF in
the later stages of growth between 24 and 48 hours has not been ob
served. In fact, in basal medium, titers regularly rose between 24 and 48
hours at 30°C (Craig, 1966). In both 2 and 5 % peptone, B1307 cultivated
at 30 and 37°C in both agitated and stationary cultures, again illustrated
the marked effect of agitation on this strain. In stationary cultures titers
were higher at 30° than at 37°C, but in both they were well maintained for
72 hours. In shaken cultures of the same batch of medium, PF had disap
peared by 24 hours in 5 % peptone and by 48 hours in 2 % peptone. The
drop in PF was accelerated by the higher temperature. The observations
of Evans and Richardson (1968) on the behavior of strain VC 12, sug
gested that it may be similar to B1307. These observations all emphasize
the importance of clearly defining strain, medium composition, tempera
ture, and conditions of incubation and time of harvest in any discussion of
PF production. They also illustrate the difference in kind and amount of
extracellular, biologically active products elaborated by different strains of
V. cholerae. This is highly important in the selection of strains for experi
ments involving infection of animals, as well as for the production of tox
ins for use in toxoids.
Richardson and Evans (1968) have described a method for the concen
tration and partial purification of PF by dextran sulfate precipitation. The
dextran sulfate-PF complex could be dissociated by ultracentrifugation in
dense salt solutions, or could be further purified by ammonium sulfate
fractionation, gel filtration, and DEAE-cellulose treatment (Richardson,
1969a). This preparation yielded a single band on disc electrophoresis
and one sharp line after Immunoelectrophoresis with crude anti-filtrate
serum. The yield of PF by dextran-sulfate precipitation was less than
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10%, but selectivity was high enough to increase specific activity.
Because of its association with dextran sulfate, the buoyant nature of the
dissociated toxin, and the detection of fatty acids in the dextran-toxin
complexes by gas chromatography, the authors believed that the toxic
fraction contained lipoprotein. Coleman and his associates (1968) have
presented evidence of the lipoprotein nature of enterotoxin, as well
(Section III, B,l,b). Enterotoxicity, as demonstrated by both the suckling
rabbit model and in the ligated ileal segment of adult rabbits, was retained
in the most highly purified preparation obtained by the dextran sulfate
precipitation method (Richardson, 1969a,b; Richardson and Noftle,
1970). The ratios of these two activities at different stages in the purifica
tion process were not reported, however.
PF has also been successfully purified by the techniques used for the
purification of Syncase choleragen described elsewhere (Section IIIB,3,
b). Thus the end products in two of the purification schemes so far de
scribed appear to contain both enterotoxic and PF activity. Quantitative
data on the recovery of PF and enterotoxin at each stage of purification
have not been presented, however, and in none of these procedures has it
been possible to state precisely whether the ratio of PF to enterotoxic ac
tivity has remained constant. With present techniques of bioassay, this
may be impossible.
Spyrides and Feeley (1970) have described another method for con
centration and purification of P F involving absorption on and elution from
aluminum compound gels. This apparently simple procedure has pro
vided a high rate of recovery and high degree of purification as judged
from gel-diffusion precipitation studies and polyacrylamide gel disk elec
trophoresis. The enterotoxin content of such preparations has not yet
been reported, but mouse lethal toxin was retained in the quantity which
would be predicted if P F and lethal toxin were identical (Craig, 1970b)
(Sections III D, and F, 2).
PF preparations which have not been highly purified may be stored at
refrigerator temperature with 1:10,000 thimerosal as a preservative, or at
—75°C in the frozen state without appreciable loss of titer, but there is lit
tle information concerning the stability of purified preparations. The rapid
loss of toxicity reported for purified enterotoxin (Coleman et a/., 1968)
would suggest that careful investigation of the stabilities of various chol
era toxin preparations will be necessary.
Histological examination of skin lesions produced by the PF present in
choleragen showed that marked edema was present as early as 2 hours,
and that at 4 hours there was intense vasculitis in the lower dermis. By 24
hours there was marked edema, heavy deposits of fibrin, and disruption of
collagen in the lower dermis. Macrophages filled with tissue debris were
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already present in abundance (Finkelstein et al., 1966c). Thus the move
ment of fluid out of the vessels of the skin in response to cholera PF
seemed to be accompanied by an inflammatory response. N o such histo
logical changes were found in the gut wall during active cholera diarrhea,
whether induced by infection or by enterotoxin (Section II).
3.

ANTIGENICITY

The antigenicity of PF in man was clearly demonstrated by the fact that
during the course of clinical cholera, patients developed a heat-stable se
rum component capable of neutralizing PF in vitro (Craig, 1965a,b; Benenson et al., 1968). Expressed in terms of the provisional units of anti
toxin later established, cholera patients demonstrated mean antitoxin
levels of 5 antitoxin units/ml of serum on admission. Titers dropped to 3
units by the second day, perhaps because of rehydration, and then rose
sharply to 50 AU/ml by the 6th day, and 100 by the 10th. There was a
gradual fall to a mean of about 30-50 AU/ml during the next 2 months
(Craig, 1967b). There is also preliminary evidence to suggest that patients
become refractory to the intracutaneous injection of PF during the first
week after onset of cholera. During the first 3 days of disease, all patients
studied exhibited skin responses comparable to those shown in healthy
American males (Section III,C,1). By the 5th day, some patients, and by
the 8th or 10th day, all patients showed no response to the same dose of
PF. The study was carried out by injecting different patients on different
days, and no patient was tested twice (Vernon and Craig, 1967).
Toxoid was prepared from PF by treating crude filtrate with formalin at
37°C. About 9 9 % of PF activity was abolished within 48 hours with both
0.2 and 0.4% formalin.4 5By 14 days, all detectable activity was abolished
by 0.4% formalin (10 -fold decrease) but slight PF activity was still de
tectable with 0.2% formalin. Thimerosal-treated crude filtrate at 37°C lost
only 50% of its activity by 2 days, but 9 9 % of its activity at 14 days. Stor
age of undiluted crude filtrate in 1:10,000 thimerosal at 4°C led to no de
tectable loss of activity for up to one year, but diluted and partially puri
fied materials were less stable. For studies on antigenicity, filtrates were
detoxified with 0.4% formalin for 30-40 days, the formalin dialyzed
away, the dialysands concentrated by freeze-drying, and the products
reconstituted in buffered saline containing 1:10,000 thimerosal as a pre
servative (Craig, 1967a).
Both PF and PF-toxoid are antigenic in rabbits (Craig, 1967a), and
guinea pigs (Craig, 1967a; Feeley and Roberts, 1969) and toxoid is anti
genic in sheep (Craig, 1969). Rabbits were given subcutaneous injections
of both toxin and equivalent amounts of toxoid in a variety of immuniza
tion schedules. Antitoxin response was slightly but consistently better
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with toxoid than with toxin (Craig, 1967a). Feeley and Roberts (1969)
reported that in guinea pigs, formol-toxoid prepared from strain 569B
filtrates was also 3 to 5 times as antitoxinogenic as toxin, whereas a toxoid
prepared by heating filtrate for 56°C for 45 minutes was only weakly anti
genic.
In keeping with established principles of biological standardization, a
sample of rabbit antitoxic serum was selected as a provisional standard
antitoxin and arbitrarily assigned a unit value of 100 antitoxin units/ml.
All subsequent assays of the toxic potency of toxin preparations or the
antitoxin content of sera have been measured against this provisional
standard (Craig 1966, 1967a).
When varying amounts of toxin were mixed with a constant amount of
antitoxin, incubated, and the mixtures injected intracutaneously in rab
bits to detect PF activity, the neutralization curve was sigmoid in shape
and the steepest portion of the curve was highly reproducible. Examples
of this kind of titration using two levels of antitoxin, compared with the
dose-response curve for P F toxin alone, are shown in Fig. 4. The values
represent means of a series of titrations.
For the toxin-antitoxin mixtures, serial 0.15 log dilutions of PF were
mixed with equal volumes of antitoxin containing either 1 or 1/3 anti
toxin units/ml, incubated for 1 hour at 37°C, and injected intracutane
ously in 0.1-ml volumes. Thus, the amount of antitoxin per injection site
was either 1/20 or 1/60 A U . Since a 4-mm lesion represented the approxi
mate midpoint of the steepest portion of the neutralization curve, and
hence was the most reproducible point on the curve, the toxin dose yield
ing a 4-mm lesion has been arbitrarily designated as the endpoint in toxin
titrations. Because this dose of cholera PF was analogous to the Lr (limit
of reaction) dose of diphtheria toxin, it has been called the Lb (limit of
blueing) dose of cholera toxin.
In the Lb titrations depicted in Fig. 4, each injection site received only
1/20 or 1/60 AU, hence the toxin potency is expressed in corresponding
45
fractional Lb doses, i.e., Lb/20 and Lb/60, respectively;
the ratio be
tween these two values is 2450/870 or 2.82 (10° ). This value suggests
that cholera PF toxin and antitoxin combine in a constant proportion
within this range, since the expected ratio is 3.0. Other Lb titrations rang
ing from the 3 to 1/60 antitoxin unit level also have indicated that for most
antitoxic sera examined thus far, combination of toxin and antitoxin oc
curred at a constant proportion. If constant proportionality is assumed,
one can estimate the Lb/ml of a given toxin preparation by extrapolation
from fractional Lb doses as determined with corresponding fractions of 1
antitoxin unit. In Fig. 4, the Lb doses/ml were estimated by calculation
to be 870/20 or 44 Lb/ml. Thus, one would predict that if varying amounts
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Toxin dose (ml/injection s i t e ) ( l o g )

lo

F I G . 4. D o s e - r e s p o n s e s to intracutaneous cholera toxin ( P F ) and to toxin-antitoxin
mixtures. T h e log distances between the parallel portions of the slopes of L b / 2 0 and L b / 6 0
titrations would have an expected value of 0.48; the observed difference was 0.45. T h e log
distance between L b / 2 0 and B D was 1.62 or 41.5-fold. T h u s , the calculated B D / L b ratio
7
was 41.5 X 20 or 8 3 0 : 1 . L b / 2 0 (limit of blueing with 1/20 A U ) = 870/ml; L b / 6 0 (limit of
blueing with 1/60 A U ) - 2450/ml; B D (7 mm blueing d o s e ) = 3 6 , 3 0 0 / m l ; Lb/1 (calculated)
7
= 44/ml.

of toxin were mixed with a constant amount of antitoxin containing 20
AU/ml (or 1 AU per injection site) the 4-mm endpoint would be obtained
with 1/44 ml of P F . In practice, fractional Lb titrations have usually been
used to estimate the potencies of both toxins and antitoxins because
smaller quantities of reagents are required, and because the skin lesions
produced by excess toxin at the 1 AU level are excessively large. It must
be borne in mind, however, that the Lb dose of a given toxin is determined
at the 1 AU level and extrapolation from fractional doses can be made
only if one has evidence that the antitoxin employed combines with P F
toxin in a constant proportion.
In accordance with these observations, the Lb dose of cholera PF toxin
has been defined as follows: The Lb dose of PF toxin is that amount of
PF which, when mixed with one unit of antitoxin and injected into the
clipped skin of rabbits, evokes, on the average, an area of increased vas
cular permeability 4 mm in diameter, provided the toxin-antitoxin mix
ture is injected in a total volume of 0.1 ml.
In keeping with the terminology which has been applied to other toxin-
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antitoxin systems, the term "unit" has not been used as a measure of toxic
activity, but has been restricted to antitoxic activity; and the term "dose"
has been employed to express toxic activity. The importance of establish
ing an arbitrarily selected antitoxin sample as the ultimate reference point
in the quantitation of all toxin-antitoxin systems cannot be too strongly
emphasized.
The Lb values proved to be highly reproducible even from day to day
on different animals, in contrast to the marked variability in response to
graded doses of toxin alone. Variation in a series of Lb titrations seldom
exceeded 0.1 log or 1.25-fold. In summary, the PF-anti-PF system be
haved in a manner typical of the classic exotoxins diphtheria and tetanus,
both with respect to the relative shapes of the neutralization and toxin
titration curves and the combining characteristics of toxin and antitoxin
(Craig, 1967b).
Figure 4 also illustrates the marked difference in the shapes of doseresponse curves obtained with toxin-antitoxin mixtures and with PF
toxin alone. PF alone yielded a very gradual dose-response curve and the
inter-animal and intra-animal variation was much more marked than in
the case of Lb titrations. The unit of toxic potency for toxin alone was
arbitrarily selected as that amount of PF which yielded a mean lesion
diameter of 7 mm (7 mm blueing dose of BD 7). For the sample of toxin
shown in Fig. 4, the BD/Lb ratio was 36,300/44 or 830:1. This ratio may
be useful in the estimation of the relative proportion of toxoid in a given
toxin preparation, since the BD value represents only biologically active
toxin, whereas the Lb value is a reflection of total antitoxin-combining
power in the toxin sample and is thus influenced by the proportion of tox
oid present.
In rabbit immunization experiments, antigen doses of 90 BD of toxin or
its toxoid equivalent did not give rise to detectable circulating antitoxin
during the first month, but they were capable of sensitizing rabbits so that
they demonstrated a secondary type response with sharp rise in titer one
week following a booster at 28 days. Second boosters at 56 days yielded
prompt elevations in titer to 100-300 AU/ml, followed by a gradual de
cline during the next 6 months. Boosters at 168 days evoked prompt sec
ondary responses, but these titers never exceeded the earlier maxima.
Primary immunization of rabbits with three doses of 2500 BD each on
days 0, 4, and 8 gave rise to detectable antitoxin levels between 14 and 21
days, but maximum titers were no greater than with smaller doses. In
general, the primary antitoxin response in rabbits was markedly delayed
as compared with cholera patients in endemic areas, suggesting that the
human responses studied so far have been secondary in type.
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A provisional toxoid unit has been established to express the quantity
of toxoid antigen in a preparation in terms of its antitoxin-binding capac
ity. Known antitoxin in constant dilution is incubated with varying dilu
tions of toxoid, after which known toxin is added and the mixtures are
again incubated. The amount of antitoxin effectively bound by toxoid can
be estimated from the loss of toxin-neutralizing capacity. One toxoid unit
has been defined as that amount of toxoid capable of binding one unit of
antitoxin (Craig, 1967a).
Both guinea pigs and rabbits developed resistance to intracutaneous
challenge with PF following immunization with toxoid. The results of
such an experiment are shown in Fig. 5. Rabbits were given a series of
toxoid injections on day 0, 4, and 8 and achieved a mean titer of 15
AU/ml on the 22nd day. Boosters at 25 and 32 days yielded a mean titer
of 50 AU/ml on day 43. The rabbits were allowed to rest until the 168th
day when mean antitoxin titers had fallen to 16 AU/ml. Control rabbits
given peptone had no detectable antitoxin. Graded doses of PF were
given intracutaneously to both groups, and the induration at 24 hours was
recorded. A comparison of the dose-response slopes in the zones where
E
E

0.5 i.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
Reciprocal of toxin dilution (log)
F I G . 5. Response to intracutaneous P F in control rabbits and in rabbits immunized
with P F toxoid. M e a n s of 2 toxoided and 2 control animals. T h e log difference be
tween the dose-response curves is s h o w n b e t w e e n the arrows; • — # , control rab
bits; • - — t o x o i d recipients. Mean antitoxin titer = 1 6 A U / m l .
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they are most parallel indicated that resistance was increased about 50fold in terms of lesion size, and about 150-fold in terms of intensity of in
duration, as compared with the response in control rabbits.
Similar experiments in guinea pigs compared the antitoxinogenicity of
commercial cholera vaccine and two toxoids: one prepared from peptonegrown filtrates and one from filtrates of cultures grown in basal sucrosesalts medium. Both batches of toxoid increased the resistance of guinea
pigs 100-fold; this resistance was associated with mean antitoxin levels of
100 AU/ml. Commercial vaccine recipients and controls had no circulat
ing antitoxin at the time of challenge, and vaccine recipients exhibited no
increase in resistance to intracutaneous PF challenge as compared with
the controls. These findings demonstrated that a satisfactory toxoid could
be prepared in a completely dialyzable medium, even though relative PF
yield was much lower than in cultures in richer media. This basal medium
toxoid was also shown to give satisfactory circulating antitoxin titers in
rabbits.
The dynamics of the neutralization of P F indirectly in vivo have been
examined by noting the effect of introducing anti-PF antitoxin into the
circulation of guinea pigs at varying intervals before and after the intra
cutaneous injection of P F (Craig, 1970a). The neutralizing efficacy of
circulating antitoxin was found to decline steadily over a period of 6
hours, but still to exhibit a slight suppressant effect on intracutaneous PF
when introduced 6 hours after the toxin. Thus, although the maximal
permeability effect was not visible until 16-18 hours after the intracuta
neous injection of PF, studies of indirect in vivo neutralization indicated
that certain irreversible events, later leading to altered vascular permea
bility, occurred within the first hour after the introduction of P F into the
extravascular spaces in the dermis. In principle, these findings were
analogous to the indirect neutralization of diphtheria toxin in vivo, but they
suggest that in the cholera system circulating antitoxin is capable of
partially neutralizing intracutaneously administered toxin for a longer
period of time than in the case of diphtheria toxin, which appeared to be
insusceptible to circulating antitoxin after 1-2 hours following intracuta
neous injection.
The PF-anti-PF system provides a simple and reasonably reproducible
means for measuring one of the exotoxins elaborated by the cholera vibrio
and its respective antitoxin. In all areas investigated thus far, this
toxin-antitoxin system appears to behave in a manner typical of classic
bacterial exotoxins. Both toxin and toxoid are highly antigenic in several
laboratory animals, and since anti-PF antibodies appear during the course
of cholera in man, it is likely that man, too, would respond to parenteral
injection by the production of anti-PF antibody. If enterotoxin and PF are
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eventually shown to be identical, the skin assay method would offer a
convenient and reliable method for the measurement of cholera toxin and
antitoxin.
D.

LETHAL TOXIN

Filtrates of liquid cultures of at least two strains of V. cholerae have
been shown to contain a heat-labile, nondiffusable toxic moiety which is
lethal for mice when administered by the intravenous route (Craig, 1970b).
The endpoints of titrations using two-fold dilutions of toxin were usually
very sharp; two L D 50 consistently killed all mice. Following intravenous
injection of this dose, the animals appeared well during the first 24 hours,
but by 48 hours they appeared sluggish, had ruffled fur, labored breath
ing, and exhibited marked weight loss, probably resulting from diuresis.
No localizing neurological signs were noted and there was no diarrhea.
During the 3rd post-inoculation day, the animals became progressively
more sluggish, and finally lapsed into an immobile state followed by death
in a few hours. Intravenous injection of 20 L D 50 doses of toxin has been
observed to accelerate this sequence and cause death in 4-6 hours. Sub
lethal doses of toxin consistently caused loss of up to 20-30% of total
body weight reaching a maximum 3-4 days after challenge, followed by
complete recovery and return to normal weight by the 9th or 10th day.
Autopsies have revealed no gross pathological changes, and intravenous
injection of Pontamine Sky Blue dye a few hours before the expected time
of death has not revealed a grossly visible increase in extravasation of
dye in any organ or tissue, in spite of the fact that this same toxin causes
an increase in vascular permeability in the small blood vessels of the skin
when injected intracutaneously. By the latter route, of course, the toxin is
deposited in the extravascular compartment. Observations of the effect
of intravascular administration of this toxin in experimental animals are
clearly in the preliminary stage, and the mechanism by which it causes
death when given by this route is still unknown. From the scanty data
available, however, it appears that the functional changes in the blood
vessels produced by cholera toxin may differ depending upon whether it
is introduced to vascular tissue by the intravascular or extravascular
route. The basic molecular lesion may be the same in both instances,
however.
In crude filtrates, the amount of lethal toxin was roughly proportional to
the content of vascular permeability factor. The mouse L D 50 was equiva
lent to approximately 10,000-20,000 blueing doses or 15-30 Lb doses of
PF as measured by the rabbit skin method (Sections III,C,1 and 3).
Samples of purified cholera exotoxin prepared by the methods described
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by Finkelstein and LoSpalluto (1970) and Spyrides and Feeley (1970)
contained ratios of PF/lethal toxin which were of the same general mag
nitude, again consistent with the notion that these two toxic principles
are identical.
Antitoxic sera prepared against both crude and purified PF, as well as
a convalescent serum from a case of cholera, were capable of neutralizing
the lethal toxin in vitro in proportion to their anti-PF content. Like the
enterotoxin and PF, the lethal factor was converted to a toxoid by treat
ment with formaldehyde. Intravenous injection of the toxoid equivalent
of many lethal doses of original toxin produced no illness or death. Mice
immunized with 100 units of toxoid (Section III,C,3) by the intraperi
toneal route were resistant to intravenous challenge 6 weeks later with 3
L D 50 of toxin (Craig, 1970b).
It is curious that in contrast to the classic toxinoses, a lethal exotoxinlike product from V. cholerae was not reported in the early period of in
vestigation of this organism and its products. Even more recent accounts
suggested that cholera exotoxin was relatively innocuous when given
parenterally in contrast to its peculiar effectiveness when introduced
directly into the lumen of the small intestine (Finkelstein, 1965b). Per
haps the chief reason for the delay in recognition of a lethal toxin in chol
era is the critical role of the route of administration of the toxin, particu
larly in mice. For example, mice given intraperitoneal injections of 4
L D 5 ,0 as measured by intravenous challenge, showed no gross signs of
illness and suffered only slight transient weight loss; and even 16 L D 50
by the intraperitoneal route caused only mild illness and moderate weight
loss during the 2nd and 3rd day followed by full recovery. Moreover, as
compared with many other exotoxins, the lethal toxin of V. cholerae is
relatively weak in terms of the volume of crude filtrate required to kill
experimental animals; for example, one intravenous L D 50 for mice is con
tained in about 0.1 ml of the most potent crude cholera filtrates.
In summary, the evidence derived from examination of purified prep
arations and from neutralization studies with antitoxin are consistent with
the hypothesis that the same molecular moiety is responsible for both
lethal toxicity and vascular permeability effect. Since it appears likely
that these are also both identical to the enterotoxin responsible for the
fluid and electrolyte losses from the gut in cholera, the mouse lethality
method may prove to be a reliable and economical way of assaying chol
era toxin and antitoxin, and especially the immunogenic potency of tox
oids. Death of an experimental animal allows little opportunity for sub
jective interpretation. Protection from death is a fact which few will
dispute.
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E . LIPASE-STIMULATING FACTOR

Greenough and his associates have recently uncovered the interesting
fact that cell-free filtrates of cultures of V. cholerae contain a heat-labile
factor which caused the release of glycerol and free fatty acids from
viable fat cells taken from the epidydimal fat pads of young rats. The
lipolysis presumably resulted from the stimulation of intracellular lipase
activity by some product of the cholera vibrio. The onset of the lipolytic
response began about an hour after fat cells were exposed to toxin at
37°C, after which the rate of lipolysis increased progressively until the
3rd of 4th hour. During the 2nd hour the amount of glycerol release bore
a direct linear relationship to the concentration of toxin in the mixture.
With incubation beyond 2 hours, larger doses of toxin produced sufficient
accumulation of free fatty acid to inhibit further glycolysis (Greenough
etal, 1970; Vaughanefa/., 1970).
Purified cholera toxins prepared by both the method of Finkelstein
(1969b) and Richardson (Richardson and Noftle, 1970) retained lipasestimulating activity proportional to their content of vascular permea
bility factor and of enterotoxin as measured by the ligated ileal segment
assay, a finding consonant with the notion that these three factors are
identical. The lipase-stimulating activity was also abolished by prior incu
bation of the toxin with antitoxic sera prepared against vascular permea
bility factor, and the quantitative aspects of the reaction were character
istic of a typical toxin-antitoxin system. Moreover, the anti-lipolytic
activity of several sera were shown to be proportional to their anti-PF
and anti-enterotoxic content, again suggesting identity of the three toxic
factors (Section III,F,2).
Greenough and his colleagues were led to examine the response of fat
cells to cholera toxin because of the observation that this toxin induced
changes in ionic transport in isolated rabbit ileal mucosa similar to those
produced by adenosine-3'-5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) and theo
phylline, an inhibitor of cAMP breakdown (Field et al., 1969). This sug
gested that cholera toxin might act by raising levels of cAMP in gut
mucosa which in turn mediates the alterations of ion transport. They
reasoned that if this were the case, cholera toxin might also affect re
sponses mediated by cAMP in other tissues. They therefore examined
the effect of cholera toxin on rat lipocytes, since these cells were known
to release glycerol and free fatty acids in response to agents which raise
their intracellular level of cAMP. Although cholera toxin mimics the
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effect of cAMP, there is as yet no direct evidence that this substance plays
a role in the mechanism of action of cholera toxin. Greenough and his
co-workers (1970) suggest that cholera toxin may act as an inhibitor of
cAMP breakdown, a stimulator of adenyl cyclase, or may even be a
bacterial adenyl cyclase which is active in mammalian cells, but they
point out that there are no experimental data as yet to support any of
these possibilities (Section III,G). The fat-cell system would appear to
provide an excellent model for further investigation of such questions,
and offers a valuable adjunct to the other systems used for the bioassay
of cholera toxins.
If the identity of lipase-stimulating factor and cholera enterotoxin can
be firmly established, the fat-cell system will provide an accurate, repro
ducible, and economic means of assaying cholera toxin and antitoxin,
obviating many of the sources of variation inherent in the use of intact
animals.

F . RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN K I N D S OF CHOLERA TOXINS

1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIOUS ENTEROTOXINS

The enterotoxin responsible for fluid accumulation in the ligated ileal
segment of adult rabbits is present in the cell-free supernates of liquid cul
tures grown in a variety of media and in the intracellular substance of
cholera vibrios but not in their cell walls (Burrows, 1968). All evidence
now available suggests that the enterotoxic substances demonstrable in
the suckling rabbit model (Section III,B,3), in the adult dog by intralu
minal route (Section III,B,5), and in the ligated and perfused intestinal
segments of adult rabbits (Sections III,B,1 and 2) and rats (Section
III,B,4) are identical. No single batch of highly purified enterotoxin has,
however, been systematically tested in all the animal models. Differences
in the strain of vibrio used, and in the media and conditions of growth
used for the production of toxin by different workers, have made the
comparison of the different animal models difficult. Supernatant fluids
from stationary 2% peptone cultures of B1307 Ogawa strain incubated
for 48 hours at 30°C were active in the ligated rabbit ileal segment (Curlin
et al., 1970; Mosley et al., 1970), in Thiry-Vella loops in the adult dog
(Carpenter and Greenough, 1968b), and in perfused ileal segments of
adult rabbits (Craig and Blaker, 1969). B1307 grown under the same con
ditions but in a chemically defined medium containing sucrose as the sole
source of carbon and ammonium ion as the sole source of nitrogen elabo
rated both P F and enterotoxin which was active in the intact dog intestine
(Craig etal, 1966).
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Agitated 6.5-hour cultures of strain 569B grown in 3 % peptone dialyzate and incubated at 37°C manifested ligated ileal segment activity
(Coleman et al., 1968). Whole-cell lysates of 569B prepared from orga
nisms grown for 18 hours on 3 % peptone agar and disrupted by ultrasonic
treatment were also active in the ligated ileal segment (Burrows and Musteikis, 1966) and in the suckling rabbit model. Strain 569B grown in agi
tated flasks of casamino acids-sucrose-salts medium at 37°C elaborated
enterotoxin active in Thiry-Vella loops of dogs (Carpenter et al., 1968)
and in suckling rabbits (Finkelstein et al., 1964). No preparations have
been described which possess enterotoxic activity for one model and
none for another, but all models have not been tested with all toxin prep
arations. Also all preparations which possessed enterotoxic activity in
any model, have also contained vascular permeability factor, if tested.
2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENTEROTOXINS, VASCULAR PERMEABILITY
FACTOR, LIPASE-STIMULATING FACTOR, AND LETHAL TOXIN

The relationship between enterotoxin and vascular permeability factor
is one of the key issues in the pathogenesis of cholera today. It is of no
great import in the management of clinical cholera whether enterotoxin
and P F should turn out to be separate substances or a single entity, for the
role of enterotoxin seems to be unshakably established, and the measures
required to maintain the patient for the short time required until the func
tional lesion spontaneously heals are well known. It is of importance,
however, to settle this issue for two reasons: (1) it is of basic theoretical
importance to determine whether or not this molecular moiety can act on
different cell types to produce two apparently distinct visible responses
(although the primary molecular alteration may be identical), and (2) for
very practical reasons, if P F can be conclusively shown to be identical to
enterotoxin, the skin test can be used with confidence as a basic tool for
the assay of toxin and antitoxin and for studies on the mode of action of
toxin. Intracutaneous assay is obviously much simpler and more eco
nomical than any of the tests for enterotoxicity. A reliable in vitro test
would be even better; the findings of Greenough et al. (1970) hold prom
ise in this regard (Section III,E).
At the moment, there is conflicting evidence concerning the relation
ship between enterotoxin and P F . In general, the evidence gained from
comparing the tissue responses of the host would indicate that they are
different agents. It must be borne in mind, of course, that enterotoxin and
P F are each defined in terms of the biological indicator system employed
to demonstrate its presence, rather than in terms of physical properties or
chemical structure. Enterotoxin, by definition, produces water and salt
loss into the gut lumen, and P F causes sustained increase in permeability
of the small blood vessels of the skin. The former exerts its assigned effect
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without causing evidence of an inflammatory or other cellular response in
the blood vessels of the intestinal mucosa; the lesion is entirely functional
since no ultrastructural changes are found during the height of purging
(Section II) (Elliot et al., 1970). Neither intravenous dye nor saccharated
iron oxide appeared to leak into the extravascular spaces of the lamina
propria of ligated intestinal segments of rabbits which had responded to
choleragen (Norris and Majno, 1968); nor was there an increase in tho
racic duct protein concentration during canine cholera, indicating that
protein leakage into the lamina propria was not increased (Carpenter et
al, 1968). In contrast, PF is defined in terms of its capacity to produce
leakage of large molecules from the small vessels of the skin. The route of
exposure of toxin preparations to the two test tissues is entirely different
in the assay systems employed. In order for toxin to reach the small ves
sels of the villi following intraluminal installation, it must pass through
intact epithelium. In the case of PF assay, the material is injected directly
into the connective tissue matrix where it can reach vessels by direct dif
fusion to the adventitial wall. Apparently no investigation has yet been
made of the effect of subepithelial or subserosal injection of PF into the
gut wall to ascertain (1) whether the small vessels of the intestinal mucosa
are capable of the same response as the cutaneous vessels, and (2)
whether macromolecular markers which might be extravasated will re
main localized in the tissue long enough to be detectable, either grossly, as
in the case of the skin response, or microscopically.
In summary, the available data derived from investigations of the struc
tural and functional derangements caused by enterotoxin and PF are in
terpreted by most observers as indicating that these two activities reside
in separate molecules, and that PF and enterotoxins are different.
However, enterotoxin and PF have not been demonstrably dissociated
by varying the strain of organism or conditions of growth. Both were
completely inactivated at 56°C, partially inactivated at 48°C, and only
slightly inactivated at 42°C (Craig and Blaker, 1969). Time-courses of
enterotoxin production have not been carried out on such an extensive
scale, nor under such varied conditions, as in the case of PF, chiefly be
cause of the difficulty of performing large numbers of enterotoxin assays.
Limited experiments have shown, however, that enterotoxin and PF ac
tivity were roughly proportional in 8, 24, and 48-hours cultures of 569B
grown at 30°C in agitated glucose-casamino acids-yeast extract medium.
In agitated 48-hour cultures of strain B1307 in peptone, both enterotoxin
and PF were completely undetectable, whereas stationary cultures in the
same medium contained both enterotoxic and PF activity in the expected
ratio (Craig, 1968). To be sure, these findings provide only circumstantial
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evidence supporting the identity of enterotoxin and PF, since two distinct
molecular species could share common properties, requirements for pro
duction, and conditions for inactivation.
Nearly all the findings derived from fractionation and purification
procedures also seem to point to the identity of PF and enterotoxin. At
least, efforts to dissociate the two activities have usually been unsuccess
ful. An exception to this generalization was reported by Lewis and Free
man (1969) who were able to obtain a partially purified enterotoxin vir
tually free from vascular permeability factor by means of Sephadex-QAE
ion-exchange chromatography. This observation was confirmed by Grady
and Chang (1970) in the sense that certain column fractions possessed
ratios of PF/enterotoxin which were markedly different from the ratios
present in the parent crude toxic filtrate. The total yield of enterotoxin
following chromatography was only 1 % of that of the initial starting
material, however; a fact which renders interpretation of these findings
difficult.
In contrast to the above two findings, all examinations of purified
cholera toxins have indicated that enterotoxic and PF activity appear to
go hand in hand through the various stages of purification. "Syncase
choleragen" has, at all stages of purification, retained expected propor
tions of both toxic activities, and the most highly purified preparations
were said to have the amounts of enterotoxic and PF activity which
would be expected if these resided in the same molecule (Finkelstein
et a l , 1966b; Finkelstein, 1969a,b; Finkelstein and LoSpalluto, 1969,
1970) (Section III B, 3, b). When cholera PF was purified by dextran
sulfate precipitation, enterotoxic activity as demonstrated in suckling
rabbits and in adult rabbit ligated intestinal segments was retained (Evans
and Richardson, 1968; Richardson and Evans, 1968; Richardson,
1969a, 1969b; Richardson and Noftle, 1970).
Mosley and his colleagues (1970) have recently provided strong evi
dence for the identity of enterotoxin and PF by comparing the antienterotoxic and PF-neutralizing capacities of a group of human con
valescent cholera sera ranging in titer from less than 4 to over 1000
units/ml. Seventeen sera were titrated against the same lot of toxin in both
rabbit skin and ligated rabbit intestinal segments using a precise titration
system with constant toxin dose and antitoxin doses varying by incre
ments of only 30%. There was a close parallel in the antitoxin titers in all
these sera by the two assay systems. In a series of 6 sera from horses,
goats, and rabbits, with antitoxin titers ranging from 400-8000 units/ml,
the parallel was even closer. Three different toxin batches were tested
against one high titered horse serum, and their neutralization curves gave
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identical end points in the PF and enterotoxin systems of assay. It is
highly improbable that two independent antigens could evoke closely par
allel titers of antibody in a sample of individual animals this large. Identi
cal neutralization end points against three toxin batches made under dif
ferent conditions with two different strains of organism add support to this
thesis. The most reasonable interpretation of these data is that entero
toxin and PF are antigenically identical.
In an analogous study of the serum antitoxin response in human chol
era cases, Pierce and his co-workers (1970) compared the anti-entero
toxic, anti-PF, and vibriocidal antibody content of serial sera from 16
patients. The titers of anti-enterotoxic antibody, as measured in the
ligated ileal segment model, and of anti-PF antitoxin were similar under
all conditions, but neither was directly related to vibriocidal antibody
content.
Thus, the histological and immunological data are in conflict. The dif
ferences in structural and functional derangements evoked by enterotoxin
in the gut on the one hand and PF in the skin on the other might be ex
plained on the basis of several hypotheses which are here set forth.
(1) Enterotoxin and P F are independent molecular moieties elaborated
by the vibrio. The enterotoxin is the moiety responsible for salt and water
loss; it acts directly on the epithelial cells by attachment or penetration
through their luminal surface, and causes them to hypersecrete. PF, how
ever, has no role in fluid loss. It is able to pass through or between epi
thelial cells in sufficient quantity to reach antibody-forming elements,
since virtually all human subjects develop anti-PF antibodies during dis
ease. But, its concentration remains sufficiently low in the subepithelial
layers to avoid evoking the kind of permeability or inflammatory response
seen in the skin.
(2) Enterotoxic and permeability-increasing activities are two func
tional manifestations of the same molecular moiety, and the manifestation
evoked is dependent upon the kind of cell to which this molecule becomes
fixed. When applied to the luminal surface of intestinal epithelial cells it
acts directly, or indirectly, on the transport mechanisms of that cell caus
ing it to increase water movement in the direction of the luminal side.
Thus, this molecule exerts its primary effect without reaching blood ves
sels at all. Those molecules which are absorbed never achieve sufficient
local concentration in the perivascular spaces to exert the permeability
alteration seen in the skin, but it must be postulated that a sufficient num
ber of antigenically intact molecules must cumulatively reach centers of
antibody synthesis in order to explain the universal development of antiPF antitoxin in the convalescent stage of cholera.
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(3) The essential thesis of identity as given in (2) is correct, but the
molecule is converted locally, after, or by virtue of, its action on epithelial
cells, to a nontoxic entity which remains antigenic. In that state, it has no
effect on blood vessels, but evokes antitoxic antibody when it reaches
immunologically competent cells.
(4) Again, the essential thesis of (2) is correct, but this molecule elicits
a different structural derangement in blood vessels of the gut wall as com
pared with the skin. Whereas in skin, the extravasated protein remains
localized (edema) and is associated with cellular infiltration and perhaps
changes in collagen, in the gut wall, extravasated fluid and protein are rap
idly carried away. This hypothesis is rendered less likely by the observa
tion that the protein content of thoracic duct lymph is not elevated during
cholera diarrhea in the dog (Carpenter et al., 1969).
Evidence derived from attempts at purification and studies of antigenic
relationship tend to support (2), (3), or (4) above, i.e., the notion that en
terotoxic and PF activity are two manifestations evoked by the same
molecular moiety. These would also seem to be compatible with the
histological findings. Needless to say, much work still needs to be done in
this area before the question of identity is resolved. It would be imprudent
to explain away the immunological evidence favoring identity on the
basis of histological findings which we are less able to interpret. This
author favors the view that enterotoxic and permeability-increasing
activities are two functional manifestations elicited by the same molecule.
If this can be established, it can be known by the simple but appropriate
name "cholera toxin."
The relationships between enterotoxin and/or PF on the one hand and
the lethal toxin and lipase-stimulating factor on the other are briefly
discussed in the sections dealing with the latter two toxic principles
(see Sections III, D and E). Many of the critical quantitative studies,
particularly immunological comparisons, necessary to establish firmly
the identities of these toxins have not yet been carried out. In summary,
however, it can be said that no persuasive data have been reported which
would indicate that the lethal toxin or lipase-stimulating factor are differ
ent molecular moieties from enterotoxin-PF. On the contrary, evidence
has been presented to suggest that lethal toxin and PF are probably
identical (Craig, 1970b; Section III, D) and that lipase-stimulating factor,
PF, and enterotoxin are probably identical (Greenough et al., 1970;
Section III, E). Thus at present the bulk of the evidence suggests that
there is only one cholera exotoxin which can elicit at least four toxic
manifestations depending upon the route of administration in the living
animal or isolated tissue.
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G.

MECHANISMS OF ACTION

It is clear that cholera enterotoxin induces a net movement of water
from plasma to gut lumen. The associated electrolyte shifts have been
well defined. But the mechanisms by which these functional alterations
are accomplished, both at the cellular and molecular level, remain un
known. Most of the evidence indicates that the epithelial cell of the small
intestine is the sole seat of functional derangement in cholera, and that the
net fluid output results from increased secretion rather than decreased
absorption by this cell [i.e., increased exsorption with relatively un
changed insorption, in the terminology of Code ( I 9 6 0 ) ] . Some of the evi
dence supporting this thesis was presented earlier in the discussion of the
pathophysiology of cholera (Section II) and of the canine model for the
demonstration of enterotoxins (Section III,B,5). Further details concern
ing the effect of cholera products on mechanisms of absorption and secre
tion are presented here.
Huber and Phillips ( 1 9 6 2 ) demonstrated a sodium transport inhibitor in
cholera rice-water stools, using the short-circuited frog skin preparation
of Ussing and Zerahn ( 1 9 5 1 ) . A number of other investigators have since
shown, however, that the sodium transport inhibitor in cholera stools and
culture filtrates is both thermostable and diffusible through cellophane
membranes, and thus is clearly dissociated from the thermolabile, nondiffusible enterotoxin (Fuhrman and Fuhrman, 1 9 6 0 ; Burrows et al., 1 9 6 5 ;
Leitch et aL, 1 9 6 7 ; Leitch and Burrows, 1 9 6 8 ) . Furthermore, Grady and
his associates ( 1 9 6 7 ) have clearly shown that enterotoxic preparations
capable of inducing profound diarrhea in the suckling rabbit model, are
incapable of inhibiting sodium transport in human ileal mucosa in vitro.
Indeed, their evidence suggests that the diffusible thermostable sodium
transport inhibitor found in cholera filtrates, and "toxic" to the frog skin,
is probably ammonia. This is supported by the finding that filtrates of sev
eral nonpathogenic enteric bacteria which produce ammonia, were
equally "toxic" to frog skin, and that this toxicity could be abolished by
removal of ammonia. They concluded that the factor or factors affecting
the frog skin were unrelated to the enterotoxin, which apparently causes
diarrhea without having a direct or specific effect upon sodium transport.
These findings are in agreement with studies of sodium transport in the
rabbit ileum challenged with enterotoxin (Love, 1 9 6 5 ) and in human chol
era (Banwell et al., 1 9 6 8 ) which also indicated that absorption of sodium
from bowel lumen to plasma is not significantly altered during periods of
water and electrolyte loss.
Fluid movement and unidirectional fluxes of sodium and glucose were
studied in chronic Thiry-Vella loops of jejunum and ileum in dogs before
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and after cholera enterotoxin-induced diarrhea (Iber et al., 1968). In the
jejunum, fluid was absorbed at a rate of 0.241 ml/minute during the con
trol period, and there was a net output of 0.260 ml/minute during the postchallenge period. Sodium movement from lumen-to-plasma was 117.4
and 120.7 mEq/minute during control and post-challenge periods, respec
tively, whereas plasma-to-lumen movement of sodium was 84.4 and
176.6 mEq/minute in the same control and post-challenge diarrhea per
iods. Glucose absorption in the jejunum was the same before and after
enterotoxin challenge, and comparable results were obtained in the ileum.
Likewise, in the perfused ileal loops of adult rabbits, jejunal glucose ab
sorption was unaltered by profuse "diarrhea" induced by cholera entero
toxin (Serebro etal., 1968a).
In summary, the bulk of available evidence indicates that enterotoxin
can cause net fluid loss in the small bowel in the absence of detectable al
teration of absorptive function. If absorption is, in fact, inhibited in natu
ral cholera, it probably plays a minor and unessential role in the produc
tion of net fluid loss, which, in animal models can be wholly accounted for
on the basis of hypersecretion.
The extent of absorption of intact enterotoxin through the small bowel
mucosa is uncertain. It is clear that PF is absorbed in sufficient quantity in
naturally occurring human cholera to evoke the production of neutralizing
anti-PF antibodies (Craig, 1965b). Similarly, anti-enterotoxic antibody
has been found to increase during the course of human cholera (Kasai and
Burrows, 1966). However, there are conflicting views concerning hu
moral transport of cholera toxin from one segment of the gut to another.
In our experience with perfused small intestinal segments in the adult
rabbit, even very large doses of enterotoxin administered to one isolated
segment had no detectable effect on net fluid movement in adjacent seg
ments challenged with an equal amount of boiled toxin (Craig and Blaker,
1969). Serebro and his co-workers (1968b) have shown, in a similar sys
tem, however, that control segments adjacent to toxin-challenged
segments showed a slight but significant increase in net plasma-tolumen flux as compared to similar control segments in rabbits which
had received no enterotoxin. This effect might have been caused by
humoral transport of intact enterotoxin molecules to the adjacent seg
ment. It is equally plausible, however, that the combination of entero
toxin with host tissue causes the release of blood or lymph-borne mes
senger substances which are active in producing gut fluid loss.
Vaughan Williams and Dohadwalla (1967, 1969) have similarly shown
by cross-perfusion experiments that a blood-borne factor from suckling
rabbits which had been infected intra-intestinally caused diarrhea and
intestinal fluid accumulation in uninfected recipients when they were
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cross-perfused by way of the carotid arteries. Sonicated cell-free lysates
were also capable of causing diarrhea and fluid accumulation in the
intestines of rabbits which received only blood by perfusion from animals
in which the lysate was introduced into the intestinal lumen. Since in
the latter case, infection in the blood-perfusion recipients could be com
pletely ruled out, the authors concluded that cholera enterotoxin was
absorbed from the donor's gut and was transported humorally to the
recipient where it caused fluid accumulation in the recipient's gut. They
also reported that these lysates caused diarrhea and intra-intestinal
fluid accumulation when injected intravenously in both suckling and
adult rabbits, a finding which is inconsistent with the observation of
Finkelstein (1965b) that neither intraperitoneal nor intracardiac adminis
tration of cholera toxin in suckling rabbits, in doses greater than those
required to produce fatal diarrhea when given into the stomach, had any
apparent effect.
There seems to be little doubt that the major avenue of exposure to
the tissues of the host in natural cholera is by way of the luminal sur
face of the intestinal epithelium. However, the question of absorption of
enterotoxin in pharmacologically active quantities for humoral delivery
to tissues other than the gut is of considerable importance, since there
is a strong possibility that enterotoxin, PF and lethal toxin are the same
molecular moiety. If it could be shown that the entire vascular bed is
exposed to significant concentrations of PF delivered via the humoral
route, the question of the systemic effects of vibrio products in tissues
remote from the gut, and their role in cholera pathogenesis, would once
again be revived. At present, the vast bulk of evidence points to the gut
as not only the primary, but the sole seat of enterotoxin-induced derange
ment, with all systemic pathophysiology arising as necessary secondary
consequences, but the book has not been closed, and further investi
gation concerning the absorption of intact, and potentially active toxin, as
well as the release of secondary enterotoxin-induced, blood-borne mes
sengers, is needed. In this pursuit, it must be recognized that there are
at least three distinctly different questions related to absorption of toxin.
(1) Must enterotoxin penetrate the mucosa and reach cells or tissues be
neath the epithelium, such as blood vessels, in order to induce fluid loss?
(2) Does absorbed toxin exert an effect on remote tissues unrelated to
fluid loss in the gut? and (3) Does enterotoxin as such remain unabsorbed,
but capable of effecting the release of blood-borne messenger substances
which are active in producing gut fluid loss?
Several attempts have been made to determine the mode of action of
enterotoxin at the molecular level by applying various inhibitors of known
functions to animal models and observing the effect on enterotoxin-in-
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duced water loss. Leitch and Burrows (1968) have shown that prior treat
ment of rabbits with the carbonic anhydrase inhibitor acetazolamide was
effective in reducing fluid accumulation in the ileum but not in the duo
denum. Ileal tissue edema was also reduced by acetazolamide. These in
vestigators raised the possibility that the mode of action of acetazolamide
in the rabbit involves reduction of the tissue osmotic pressure gradient
rather than inhibition of bicarbonate secretion, and they suggested that
this might result from an altered capillary-bed permeability. This immedi
ately brings to mind the possible role of the vascular permeability factor
(PF) present in cholera stools and filtrates (Section III,C). If enterotoxin
and PF should prove to be one and the same, this would suggest that it
may act upon two cell types: gut epithelium and vascular endothelium.
Carpenter and Greenough (1968a) have reported that acetazolamide
did not reduce fluid production in the jejunum of dogs challenged intraluminally with crude filtrate. In this respect, dog jejunum seemed to behave
in a manner similar to rabbit duodenum. This tends to support the notion
that acetazolamide does not act in the rabbit ileum by inhibiting bicarbon
ate secretion. The possibility that it acts by inhibiting a toxin-induced al
teration in the integrity of small blood vessels of the villi demands further
investigation. It is of great importance to determine, for example, whether
any cells other than the mucosal epithelial cells are involved in the func
tional defect in cholera (see above). Field and his associates (1969) have
reported that rabbit ileal mucosal epithelium, stripped of serosa and muscularis layers, was capable of responding to enterotoxin by increasing ac
tive transport of chloride ions from serosal to luminal side. This would
indicate that the capacity of enterotoxin to induce ion and water move
ment does not depend upon the presence of an active vascular bed, but
rather has to do with changes in the epithelial cells alone. These appar
ently conflicting bits of evidence concerning the role of nonepithelial
cells in fluid loss merely illustrate the importance of continuing investi
gations in this vital area.
Recent evidence has been presented to suggest that enterotoxin may
act by inducing some sort of protein synthesis in intestinal cells. Serebro
and his associates (1969) showed that pretreatment with cycloheximide
given intravenously rendered adult rabbits resistant to the effects of intra
luminal enterotoxin. The dose of cycloheximide was insufficient to alter
glucose absorption; therefore, the authors favored the view that its effect
was not due to a nonspecific interference with fluid and electrolyte trans
port. Experiments were carried out in perfused ileal segments (Section
III,B,2). When cycloheximide was administered 2 hours after enterotox
in, no inhibition of fluid production took place. The chief histological
change in the epithelium was a decrease in mitotic figures in the crypts of
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Lieberkiihn. One interpretation of these data is that cholera enterotoxin
acts by inducing synthesis of a protein mediator of fluid secretion and that
this secretion originates in the crypts. Carpenter and Greenough (1968a)
reported that actinomycin D and ouabain caused no decrease in fluid
production by Thiry-Vella jejunal loops in dogs challenged intraluminally
with enterotoxin.
Cycloheximide has also been shown to prevent or delay the onset of
cholera toxin-induced edema in the rat foot pad (Finkelstein et al., 1969).
It did not, however, alter the course of edema which had already been
established in the rat foot. These observations are also consistent with
the hypothesis that a toxin-induced protein mediator may be involved in
some of the manifestations of cholera toxin activity.
Since plasma water must be the ultimate source of the fluid lost into the
gut in cholera, it was important to determine the influence of blood flow
rate and pressure in the mesenteric vessels upon the rate of
plasma-to-lumen fluid movement. Carpenter and his associates (1969)
studied the relationship of small intestinal blood flow to fluid loss into the
gut by implanting electromagnetic flowmeters around the superior mesen
teric arteries of dogs before challenge with enterotoxin. They found that
blood flow decreased markedly following challenge, but returned promptly
to control levels following intravenous replacement of fluids. Toxin-in
duced fluid output rate was not influenced by changes in flow or pressure.
They also artificially reduced superior mesenteric artery pressure to less
than 30% of control values by means of a snare. This reduction of pres
sure likewise did not result in a decrease in the rate of toxin-induced out
put of fluid by the jejunum. Thus the rate of plasma-to-lumen fluid move
ment was independent of mesenteric blood flow or pressure, and fluid
losses continued in the face of marked reduction in filtration pressure.
These observations lend support to the thesis that water and electrolyte
losses in cholera result from an active transport of some solute from
plasma to gut lumen.
In experiments on isolated rabbit ileal mucosa stripped free of serosal
and muscular layers, cholera filtrate dialysand has been shown to produce
active net flux of chloride ions toward the luminal side of the epithelial
layer. Heat-inactivated filtrates failed to enhance chloride movement.
This effect was similar to that produced by methyl xanthines such as theo
phylline, or by adenosine 3'5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) (Field et
al., 1969; Greenough, 1969). On this basis, it was postulated that cholera
enterotoxin may act by stimulating active chloride secretion in mucosal
cells, which in turn would necessitate a net plasma-to-lumen flux of ac
companying water and sodium. It should be emphasized that, unlike the
cholera filtrate component which was found capable of inhibiting active
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sodium transport in frog skin, this chloride-secretion-enhancer is, like
cholera enterotoxin, heat-labile and nondiffusable through cellophane.
The observation that cholera filtrate and cAMP had similar effects on
isolated ileal mucosa led Greenough to study the effect of cholera filtrate
on isolated rat epidydimal lipocytes. These cells undergo lipolysis when
exposed to cAMP, liberating glycerol and free fatty acids into the suspend
ing medium, but remaining viable and responsive after undergoing lipo
lytic activity. A heat-labile component of cholera filtrate evoked a similar,
delayed lipolytic effect as measured by glycerol release, beginning 1 hour
after incubation with lipocytes and reaching a maximum in 3-4 hours
(Vaughan et al., 1969). Moreover, this lipolytic activity could be com
pletely abolished by cholera-antitoxin (Greenough et al., 1970) (Section
III,E).
All these developments are again consistent with the notion that chol
era toxin exerts its pathophysiological effect by enhancing or stimulating a
normal activity of cells rather than by inhibiting or abolishing an essential
mechanism as in the case of some of the necrotizing toxins. In other
words, the enhancement of an otherwise normal function at a cellular lev
el, might lead to a gross derangement of the physiology of the entire ani
mal, in this case dehydration and hypovolemic shock.
The evidence for enhanced chloride secretion in the rabbit ileal mu
cosa, together with the observations on lipolytic activity suggest a general
mechanism of action for cholera enterotoxin which is consistent with the
well-established evidence that fluid losses in cholera result primarily from
hypersecretion of intestinal fluid of normal composition, rather than from
inhibition of absorption of one of its components. They suggest a possible
set of intracellular mediators which could be called into play by the acti
vation of adenyl cyclase at the cell surface by cholera toxin, resulting in
increased conversion of A T P to cAMP. The latter could presumably acti
vate any number of intracellular enzymes, depending upon the type of cell
being stimulated. In the case of lipocytes, cAMP activates endogenous
lipase, causing lipolysis and release of glycerol and free fatty acids which
then pass out of the cell through the intact cell membrane. A heat-labile
component of cholera filtrate appears to do the same. In the case of intes
tinal epithelium, the same stimulators and mediators might be responsible
for enhancing active chloride secretion with the attendant water flux
which this would necessitate.
IV.

C h o l e r a Toxins a n d

Man

Cholera is a human disease. Neither apparent nor inapparent infection
is known to occur naturally in any species of animal other than man, and
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there is no epidemiological evidence to suggest that animal reservoirs play
any role in the maintenance or spread of cholera. The foregoing sections
of this chapter have attempted to summarize our present knowledge con
cerning the exotoxins elaborated by the cholera vibrio, and have pre
sented evidence supporting the view that the manifestations of cholera
can be attributed to an enterotoxin elaborated by the vibrio in the small
intestinal lumen. By far the major part of this evidence is derived from
animal experiments, however, and there is little direct evidence concern
ing the role of toxins in human cholera. To be sure, the pathophysiological
alterations produced by cholera enterotoxin in animal models, particu
larly in the dog (Section III,B,5) simulate the changes seen in human chol
era so closely that there seems little doubt that the same enterotoxin
causes water and electrolyte loss in cholera in man, but it is always wise
to bear in mind that the data directly implicating toxins in cholera in man
are still scanty, and that dramatic species differences in susceptibility to
other microbial toxins have been well documented. As a concluding note,
therefore, we shall attempt to bring together the information which links
cholera exotoxins and man.
The most direct evidence that cholera vibrios elaborated exotoxins in
the gut during cholera in man were the demonstrations of enterotoxin
(Panse and Dutta, 1961) and vascular permeability factor (Craig, 1965a)
in the cell-free filtrates of rice-water stools from cases of human cholera.
Both of these toxins (or the single cholera toxin, if these prove to be iden
tical) are absorbed from the gut lumen in human cholera in sufficient
amounts to evoke circulating antitoxins capable of neutralizing both en
terotoxic and PF activity (Kasai and Burrows, 1966; Craig, 1965a; Benenson, et ai, 1968). The time of appearance of these antitoxins in serum
indicates that the toxins must be absorbed in an antigenically intact state
very early in the course of illness. It is not at all clear that the appearance
of circulating antitoxin is causally related to the natural termination of
diarrhea in cholera, since it has been reported that some patients recover
uneventfully without developing detectable serum levels of anti-PF anti
toxin (Benenson et al., 1968). In fact, the early appearance of serum anti
toxin in the human cholera cases thus far studied suggests a secondary
antibody response, implying that all the subjects had had prior experience
with cholera toxin antigens (Craig, 1967b). However, no search has been
made for toxin-neutralizing substances in the intestinal fluid or in the wall
of the gut in human cholera, and it seems much more likely that if anti
toxic substances do play a role in recovery from human cholera, they
must get to where the toxin is; namely, into the gut lumen. The antigenic
stimulus for antitoxin production is available locally at the mucosal sur
face much earlier and in much higher concentrations than in the regional
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lymph nodes or other more distant sites of antibody synthesis. Therefore,
it is still possible that locally synthesized antibody in the intestinal secre
tions could play a role in terminating the manifestations of the disease.
Detection of antitoxic substances in succus entericus will be particularly
difficult since there is likely to be an overwhelming excess of toxin in gut
fluid in the early stages of disease, and antitoxin excess would not occur
until the free toxin was completely neutralized. A search for toxin-anti
toxin complexes in the small intestinal lumen in very early cholera may
prove rewarding.
Another line of direct evidence concerning the role of toxins in the
pathogenesis of cholera in man comes from attempts to produce artifi
cially the clinical manifestations of cholera in man by intra-intestinal ad
ministration of toxin to human volunteers. Benyajati (1966) was success
ful in producing in one human subject a syndrome of nausea, vomiting,
and watery diarrhea following intra-intestinal instillation of a sterile chol
era culture filtrate. The water and electrolyte losses were similar to those
seen in natural cholera, but terminated spontaneously and without sequellae about 48 hours after onset. On a weight basis, the dose of toxin was
about equivalent to one effective dose for the suckling rabbit. Another
subject who received one-fourth as much filtrate developed only transi
tory diarrhea.
Man is also susceptible to PF administered intracutaneously (Craig
et al, 1966), and his response is qualitatively and quantitatively similar
to that of rabbits and guinea pigs (Craig, 1965b) and dogs (Sack and Car
penter, 1969b). Man appears to be somewhat less susceptible than rab
bits or guinea pigs as estimated from diameter of skin induration, and
lesions attain maximum size later in man than in rabbits (Section III,C,1).
The difference in the time of maximum observable response to enterotoxin
and to PF in both man and animals remains unexplained. In all species,
fluid output in response to enterotoxin reaches a maximum flux rate in
from less than 1 to approximately 8 hours, and usually within 2-3 hours,
while the gross manifestations of vascular changes in the skin reach their
maxima at 18-72 hours. This apparent time difference is one of the inter
esting problems related to the identity of enterotoxin and PF (Section
HI,F,2).
Aside from these few observations, then, the role of toxins in the patho
genesis of cholera in man is still inferential, although the resemblance
between animal models and natural human cholera very persuasively
supports the notion that both enterotoxin and PF affect man in the same
way they affect experimental animals.
Finally, a word about the role of cholera toxins and their derivatives in
naturally and artificially acquired immunity to cholera in man. Let us as-
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sume for the moment that the major clinical manifestations of cholera in
man are indeed caused by enterotoxin. In order to elaborate enterotoxin
in sufficient amounts to cause these manifestations, vibrios must reach
massive populations in the intestinal lumen. Epidemiological data suggest
that such populations are achieved in very few human beings who are in
fected with V. cholerae (Benenson et al, 1968) and sufficient antigen to
evoke anti-PF antitoxin and anti-bacterial antibodies can readily be pro
duced without causing clinically apparent cholera. The toxin is thought to
act locally at the luminal surface of the epithelium, and, in order to effec
tively neutralize this toxin, antitoxin probably needs to be present in the
lumen of the gut in order to combine with toxin before it reaches the gut
wall. Although dogs parenterally immunized with toxin produced less
fluid output following intraluminal challenge with toxin, output was not
totally abolished (Curlin et al, 1970) suggesting that antitoxin levels were
not sufficiently high at the decisive site of toxin neutralization to prevent
all toxic activity.
Thus, cholera presents a new set of circumstances which do not obtain
in the exotoxin diseases which have been successfully controlled by the
parenteral administration of toxoid: diphtheria and tetanus. In both these
infections, the major sites of toxin damage are remote from the site of
toxin elaboration, and toxin must be transported by blood or lymph for
considerable distances, during which journey it is vulnerable to the anti
toxin present in serum or tissue fluids and can thus be neutralized before
reaching its site of action. In cholera, the site of action is only millimeters
away from the site of elaboration of toxin, and the site of elaboration is a
cavity into which only relatively specialized antibody species are se
creted. In fact, the site of toxin production is not really within the ani
mal host. Thus, it may turn out that, although the evidence is over
whelmingly in support of the notion that cholera is a toxinosis, its preven
tion may not be most successfully achieved by parenteral injection of a
toxoid, no matter how antigenic that toxoid may be, but rather by attempt
ing to prevent the massive multiplication of vibrios in the gut in the first
place.
This is, of course, the aim of the whole bacterial vaccine, in current
use, which has proved effective in reducing the incidence of cholera
(Oseasohn et aL, 1965) in spite of its inability to evoke antitoxic immu
nity. Future investigation may well demonstrate, however, that more
effective resistance to cholera can be accomplished by evoking local
intestinal secretory antibacterial and/or antitoxic antibody by the oral or
enteral administration of the appropriate antigens. If the vibrio population
can be controlled, toxin production would be proportionately reduced. If
some degree of protection can also be afforded by artificially induced anti-
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toxic immunity, the logical approach would be to stimulate as high a de
gree of as many kinds of resistance as possible, in the hope that intraintestinal bacterial population could be controlled, and for those vibrios
which broke through the anti-bacterial barrier to produce toxin, the anti
toxic immunity would be on hand to provide further protection. This
could probably be accomplished with a toxoid-bacterial vaccine combina
tion.
In spite of the theoretical importance and the practical aims of the effort
to develop a satisfactory immunizing agent for the prevention of cholera,
both the nature of man and the nature of cholera suggest strongly to us
that cholera prevention will come only with improvements in environmen
tal sanitation, and, unlike tetanus and diphtheria, an artificial immunizing
agent will not become a major instrument of control. The contribution to
human knowledge and welfare made by the study of cholera toxin will
not, in the long run, be measured by the development of successful chol
era immunizing agents. Rather, it will be measured by the greater under
standing of gastrointestinal and vascular physiology, both normal and
abnormal, and of the pathophysiology of diarrhea in general, which will
accrue from a concerted attempt to understand the basic mechanism of
action of the toxins elaborated by the cholera vibrio.
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